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Several simple models of strongly correlated bosons on three-dimensional lattices have been shown to
possess exotic fractionalized Mott insulating phases with a gapless “photon” excitation. In this paper we show
how to view the physics of this “Coulomb” state in terms of the excitations of proximate superfluid. We argue
for the presence of ordered vortex cores with a broken discrete symmetry in the nearby superfluid phase and
that proliferating these degenerate but distinct vortices with equal amplitudes produces the Coulomb phase.
This provides a simple physical description of the origin of the exotic excitations of the Coulomb state. The
physical picture is formalized by means of a dual description of three-dimensional bosonic systems in terms of
fluctuating quantum mechanical vortex loops. Such a dual formulation is extensively developed. It is shown
how the Coulomb phasesas well as various other familiar phasesd of three-dimensional bosonic systems may
be described in this vortex loop theory. For bosons at half-filling and the closely related system of spin-1/2
quantum magnets on a cubic lattice, fractionalized phases as well as bond- or “box”-ordered states are possible.
The latter are analyzed by an extension of techniques previously developed in two spatial dimensions. The
relation between these “confining” phases with broken translational symmetry and the fractionalized Coulomb
phase is exposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Several recent studies have produced a variety of models
that exhibit quantum number fractionalization in two dimen-
sions s2Dd and in the absence of magnetic fields.1–5 It has
been appreciated for some time that similar fractionalization
phenomenon can occur also in three dimensions and can take
novel forms not possible in 2D.5–9 In particular, so-called
Coulomb phases have recently been demonstrated in 3D
bosonic models. In these Coulomb phases the fractionalized
degrees of freedom interact with a gapless emergentUs1d
gauge field. The gauge excitations describe, at low energies
and long distances, a linear dispersing transverse mode
which has been dubbed an “artificial photon.” The adjective
“artificial” refers to the fact that this photon really corre-
sponds to some collective excitation of the boson system and
has nothing directly to do with the true electromagnetic pho-
ton. In particular the artificial photon in the fractionalized 3D
Coulomb phases arises even in microscopic models of corre-
lated bosons with purely short-ranged interactions. The Cou-
lomb phase also contains additional gapped excitations that
may be identified with magnetic monopoles of the internal
gauge field. The possibility of such dynamical generation of
“light” was noted more than two decades ago in Ref. 10.

In the case of fractionalization in 2D bosonic systems, a
very fruitful perspective is obtained by departing from a su-
perfluid state and considering nearby Mott insulator phases
as vortex condensates.11–14 Conventional insulating states of
bosons, with possibly charge or bond order, can be under-
stood in these terms. The same perspective also naturally
predicts occurrence of aZ2 fractionalized state when the su-
perfluidity is destroyed by the condensation of doubled vor-

tices while single ones remain gapped. The unpaired single
vortex survives in the resulting insulating phase as a gapped
excitation that retains aZ2 quantum numbersonly the oddity
of vorticity remains well definedd—this is theZ2 vortex or
vison excitation of this fractionalized insulator.

Turning to 3D systems, we envisage a similar perspective
on insulating states as vortex condensates, except that vortex
excitations in the superfluid are now lines instead of point
particles. For example, aZ2 fractionalized insulator is ob-
tained by destroying the superfluid order by pairing and con-
densing vortex lines.

The goal of the present paper is to develop a similar in-
tuition for the 3D Coulomb phasefalso dubbed theUs1d
phaseg. In particular, we want to understand the genesis of
the excitation structure of this phase in an approach that de-
parts from the superfluid state. We note that the excitation
structure of the Coulomb phase consists of gapped charge-
1/2 chargons that are minimally coupled to an emergent gap-
less “photon” mode. In addition, there is another gapped ex-
citation that may be viewed as a “magnetic monopole” that
acts as a source of the emergent magnetic flux. The picture
that appears from the present study is that physics inside
vortex cores is intimately involved in producing theUs1d
phase. We thus have a rather unusual but very interesting
situation when we cannot ignore the microscopics of the vor-
tex core when describing the relationship of the superfluid
phase to the nearby insulating states.

The main idea is very simply illustrated by considering
bosons on a three-dimensional cubic lattice and at an average
filling of one-half boson per site. In some semiclassical de-
scriptions, there are two simple phases that might be imag-
ined for the bosons. First, there is a translationally invariant
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superfluid phase. Second, there is a Mott insulator in which
the bosons preferentially occupy sites on one or the other of
the two sublattices. Clearly, such a Mott insulating ground
state is twofold degenerate corresponding to the two possible
states of boson charge ordering. The superfluid phase pos-
sesses vortices which are extended line defects. The super-
fluid order parameter will be suppressed in the core of such a
vortex line. If the vortex core size is larger than the lattice
spacingsas might well happend, it makes sense to ask about
what “phase” is obtained in the core. An immediate guess is
that the core is simply the checkerboard charge-ordered Mott
insulating state as illustrated in Fig. 1. However, the check-
erboard state breaks a symmetrysthat of sublattice inter-
changed and is twofold degenerate. We are then led to con-
clude that there will be two kinds of vortices depending on
which sublattice has higher boson density in the core.

This simpleminded discussion on the structure of vortices
will be modified once we take quantum fluctuations into ac-
count more seriously in the vortex core. In particular, as the
core has finite radius, it essentially behaves as a one-
dimensional system. Quantum fluctuations will tend to re-
store the broken symmetry in the core and produce a unique
vortex line. However, as the broken sublattice symmetry is
discrete, it is natural to expect that the symmetry breaking
will be stable to weak quantum fluctuations. Thus there will
be some range of parameters in which there will be two
distinct kinds of vortex lines with symmetry-broken cores. In
other range of parameters a unique vortex with no symmetry
breaking in the core may well result. The change between the
two parameter ranges involves no ground-state phase transi-
tion but only a change in the nature of the excited states.

Now consider disordering the superfluid by proliferating
and condensing vortex line loops. Clearly, the insulating
phase that obtains will depend on the structure of the vortices
that are actually proliferating. Consider the situation where
the vortices have ordered cores. If we preferentially con-
dense one or the other kind of vortex, we will clearly induce
checkerboard charge order in the insulator. But what if we
condense both species of vortices with equal amplitude? We
argue that the resulting phase is the Coulomb fractionalized
insulator. We show how the excitations of this exotic insula-
tor may be understood in terms of the various excitations of
the superfluid when it has ordered vortex cores.

Consider a vortex line. It is still possible for the core order
to change from one state to the other somewhere along the

line as shown in Fig. 2, but there is a gap for such a domain
wall excitation. We expect this gap to remain when such
vortices proliferate while retaining their order. When both
vortex species proliferate, the domain wall excitations be-
come point particles which we identify with the monopoles
of the Coulomb phase.

The appearance of the artificial photon is more subtle, but
is also a consequence of proliferating two species of vortices.
To explain this, it is useful to recall what happens in the
more familiar situation of particle condensates. When the
particle that is condensing is “neutral”sin the sense of hav-
ing only short ranged interactionsd, the resulting condensate
supports gapless Goldstone excitations. On the other hand, if
it is chargedsin the sense of having long-ranged interac-
tionsd, there are no gapless excitations associated with the
condensationsthe Anderson-Higgs phenomenond. Consider
now the dual description of bosonic Mott insulators in three
spatial dimensions as “condensates” of extended vortex
loops. For such a line condensate we may again expect that if
the vortices have long-ranged interactions, then the resulting
condensate supports only gapped excitations. However, con-
sider now the situation envisaged above where there are two
vortex speciessdistinguished by the ordering in the cored
which both condense. We may form a “roton” line from these
two species by bringing together a vortex with one ordered
core and an antivortex with the other core, and this is pic-
tured in Fig. 2. Such objects have no net vorticity, and there-
fore only short-ranged interactions with one another. When
both vortex species condense such roton loops condense as
well. By analogy to particle condensates we may expect then
to find gapless excitations. We will show in this paper that
this is indeed the case and that the resulting gapless modes
may be identified with the photon of the Coulomb phase.
More precisely, we will argue that the roton lines described
above may be viewed as the magnetic field lines of the emer-
gent deconfinedUs1d gauge field that obtains in the Cou-
lomb phase.

FIG. 1. View of the cross section of a vortex line in a three-
dimensional superfluid of bosons at half-filling on a cubic lattice.
Two checkerboard ordering patterns—where the boson density is
higher on one of the two sublattices—are possible inside the vortex
core.

FIG. 2. Vortex lines with different core orders are indicated asA
and B. Left panel: a domain wall associated with the order in the
core. If the superfluid is disordered by proliferating both vortex
species simultaneously while keeping such domain walls gapped,
the Coulomb phase results. The gapped domain walls survive as the
monopoles of the Coulomb phase. Right panel: a “roton” loop is
formed by bringing together a vortex with one ordered core and an
antivortex with the other core. These particular roton loops corre-
spond to loops of emergent magnetic flux which are strongly fluc-
tuating in the Coulomb phase. The artificial photon is associated
with fluctuations of these loops.
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It is useful to point a connection with a recent study15 of
so-called deconfined critical points in two dimensions such
as separating a superfluid and a bond density-wave insulator
of bosons at half-filling on a square lattice. In the superfluid
phase, we can speak of two vortex species with checkerboard
charge order in the coresvortices are now point particlesd.
There is a high-order mixing of the two species involving
four vortices of one type changing simultaneously to the
other type, so the vortex identity potentially becomes prob-
lematic as the gap to the vortex excitations is decreased. The
result of Ref. 15 is that the tunneling that mixes the two
species is in fact dangerously irrelevant at the transition to
the bond density-wave state, and the long-wavelength de-
scription contains two vortex fields with a separate number
conservation for each species. The tunneling is relevant
when the vortices condense and produces an insulating state
with specific bond order. As elaborated in Ref. 15 there is a
large intermediate region of length scales in the insulator
sclose to the critical pointd which may be described as a
two-dimensional version of the Coulomb phase. Thesinter-
mediated long-wavelength physics of this region is described
in terms of a gapless excitation which may be regarded as the
two-dimensional version of the photon; this “photon” be-
comes massive at longer wavelengths because of the prolif-
eration of the discussed tunneling events. In contrast, in three
dimensions, condensing vortices with ordered cores is a
stable possibility at all length scales and gives the Coulomb
phase at the focus of the present study.

The primary purpose of this paper is to develop the physi-
cal picture sketched above for the excitations of the Coulomb
phase in some detail. This goal is strongly aided by a formal
dual description of three-dimensional bosonic systems in
terms of extended fluctuating vortex loops. This duality
transformation—a generalization tos3+1dD of the familiar
boson-vortex duality in two spatial dimensions—has been
available in the literature for many years, and is reviewed in
Sec. IV. Here we will use this and further develop it exten-
sively to obtain a dual description of the phases of various
three-dimensional bosonic systems which gives substance to
the physical pictures. In the course of these studies, we de-
velop a description of bosons at half-filling on a three-
dimensional cubic lattice that is capable of describing all the
insulating phases discussed above—the Coulomb phase, the
checkerboard charge ordered phase, and also different bond
density-wave ordered phases. This gives a three-dimensional
generalization of the corresponding development in Ref. 15.
Boson systems at half-filling are closely related to spin-1/2
quantum magnets. Thus some of our results have direct im-
plications for quantum spin systems on cubic lattices as well.
Indeed we will borrow from techniques familiar from studies
of quantum antiferromagnets in two spatial dimensions and
generalize them in discussing the structure of the bond-
ordered insulating phases of bosons at half-filling

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we first
review a simple bosonic model that explicitly realizes the
fractionalized Coulomb phase. This provides a good starting
point for the discussion of the relationship of theUs1d state
to other phases. The model has integer boson filling and is
simple to analyze in the charge representation, but the vortex
physics is obscured by the nontrivial lattice structure. Still,

the model motivates an effective theory, formulated as a
compactUs1d gauge theory with two matter fieldsschar-
gonsd, that properly captures the possible phases and is ame-
nable to an analytic description in terms of vortices, furnish-
ing the main argument for the proposed physical picture. In
Sec. III, we consider vortex phenomenology in this two-
chargon theory. Precise duality analysis is presented in Sec.
IV, where we first review the conventional boson-vortex du-
ality in s3+1dD from a modern perspective and then describe
how to include the physics of two vortex species in the dual
descriptionsthe details of the derivation are given in Appen-
dix Ad. In Appendix D, we consider as2+1dD Ising version
of the specific boson model in order to give some intuition in
a more simple setting; this toy model realizes a topological
Z2 phase in two dimensions via a mechanism that resembles
the one proposed for the Coulomb phase in three dimensions,
with the vortices replaced by Ising domain walls. In Sec. V
and supporting Appendixes B and C, we develop a dual de-
scription for bosons at half-integer filling. An important in-
gredient of this description is monopole Berry phases gener-
alizing Haldane’s result to three-dimensional spin-1/2
quantum magnets on a cubic lattice. We apply this in Sec.
VI, where we show how bond density-wave states can be
analyzed as monopole condensates coming from the Cou-
lomb phase.

II. REALIZATION OF THE COULOMB PHASE AND
PHENOMENOLOGY

A. Review of the boson Hubbard model

We begin with a review of a specific model that realizes
Coulomb phase in 3D.5,6,8 The model is formulated in terms
of soft-core bosonssquantum rotorsd residing on link-
centered sitess“islands”d of a simple cubic lattice as depicted

FIG. 3. Explicit model that realizes the Coulomb phase. Boson
islands are located on the link-centered sites of a simple cubic lat-
tice. The islands can be also viewed as forming a network of corner-
sharing octahedra, and two octahedron units are shown. In the
Hamiltonian, Eq.s1d, we stipulate a termUNr

2 which prefers charge
neutrality of each octahedron.
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in Fig. 3. The boson islands can also be viewed as forming a
lattice of corner-sharing octahedra. Bosons can hop with am-
plitudew between neighboring islands. Besides the usual on-
site repulsionuc, we also include repulsive interactions be-
tween the bosons that favor charge neutrality of each
octahedron. The complete Hamiltonian is

H = − wo
kll8l

scl
†cl8 + H.c.d + uco

l

nl
2 + Uo

r

Nr
2, s1d

wherecl
†=eifl creates a boson on a given island andnl is the

corresponding boson number operator. Each octahedron is
labeled by the cubic lattice siter at its center; the corre-
sponding operatorNr is defined through

Nr = o
lPr

nl ,

wherel P r sums over all cubic lattice links emanating from
r. The total boson number of the system isNtot=

1
2orNr.

We summarize the analysis of the possible phases of the
above Hamiltonian. When the boson hopping dominates,w
@uc ,U, the system is a superfluid. When the charging en-
ergy dominates,uc ,U@w, the system is a conventional Mott
insulator. On the other hand, as reviewed below, when the
charging energiesU anduc are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regimeU@w@ÎucU such that the system is in
a Coulomb phase.5 This phase is a fractionalized insulator
with the excitation spectrum consisting of gapped charge-
1/2 chargons, a gapless linearly dispersing photon, and a
gapped monopole. A schematic phase diagram of our model
is shown in Fig. 4.

The analysis in the limitU@w, uc is similar to that in the
large-U limit of the electronic Hubbard model at half-filling.
For w=uc=0 there is a degenerate manifold of ground states
specified by the requirementNr =0 for eachr, separated by a
large charge gapU from the nearest sectors. Including thew,
uc terms lifts the degeneracy in each such sector, and this is
best described by deriving the corresponding effective
Hamiltonians for small perturbing couplings.

In the ground-state sectorNr =0 for all r, an elementary
calculation gives

Heff
s0d = uco

l

nl
2 − Kringo

h

sc12
† c23c34

† c41 + H.c.d, s2d

with Kring=2w2/U. When writing the “ring exchange” term
around a given placket, we label a boson island by the cor-
responding link end points.

A simple change of variables shows thatHeff
s0d together

with the constraintNr =0 can be regarded as the well-studied
s3+1dD compactUs1d gauge theory. Indeed, divide the un-
derlying cubic lattice of Fig. 3 intoA andB sublattices. We
now define a vector fieldara;hrfr,r+a, wherehr = +1 if r
PA andhr =−1 if r PB, a= x̂, ŷ, ẑ; we also perform the cor-
responding transformation to the vector fieldEra;hrnr,r+a

conjugate toara. In the new variables,

Nr = hr = ·E. s3d

If ara is interpreted as a compactUs1d vector potential and
Era as the corresponding electric field operator, the ground-
state sector constraintNr =0 is simply the Gauss law, while
the effective Hamiltonian has the declared lattice gauge
theory form

Heff
s0d = uco

r,a
Era

2 − 2Kringo
h

coss= 3 ad. s4d

In s3+1dD, the compactUs1d gauge theory has two dis-
tinct phases: ForKring&uc, the gauge theory is confining,
and all excitations carrying nonzero gauge charge are con-
fined. Zero gauge charge excitations of course exist with a
gap ~U; these carry integer physical charge in units of el-
ementary boson chargeqb. This is the conventional Mott
insulator of our boson model.

In the opposite regimeKring*uc, the gauge theory is in
the deconfined Coulomb phase and has a gapless linearly
dispersing gauge bosonsphotond and a gapped topological
point defectsmonopoled as its distinct excitations in theNr
=0 sector. In the charged sectors, objects withNr =1 at some
site—i.e., physical chargeqb/2—are not confined and can
propagate above a finite gap of orderU. These charged ex-
citations interact via an emergent long-range Coulomb inter-
action. A detailed description of the ground-state properties
of the Coulomb phase due to the gapless photon can be
found in Ref. 8.

This completes the review part of our discussion, and we
now focus on the relationship of theUs1d phase to the nearby
more conventional phases. A two-dimensional quantum Ising
version of the corner-sharing octahedra model is considered
in Appendix D.

B. Phenomenological gauge theory description

We want to obtain a description of the Coulomb phase
that includes the chargon fields; this is required if we want to
discuss the transition from the Coulomb phase to the super-
fluid as the charge gap collapses to zero. To this end, we
need to consider charge-carrying excitations in more detail.
In the large-U limit, this is done by deriving effective Hamil-

FIG. 4. Schematic phase diagram of the boson model, Eq.s1d,
exhibiting the stable phases discussed in the text; note that we do
not know the details for intermediate-coupling strengths and
whether some other states may intervene.
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tonians in the charged sectors, just as we did in the ground-
state sector, Eq.s2d. For example, to study the motion of a
single chargon in a given region, we consider the sector with
Nr =drr 0

wherer0 can be anywhere in this region. By inspect-
ing the possible moves of the chargon, we find that it can hop
only on the sites of the same sublattice of the cubic lattice.
More generally, the total chargon number on a given sublat-
tice is conserved for any chargon motion that derives from
the microscopic boson hopping. This means that there are
two distinct chargons and can be also seen directly from the
Gauss law, Eq.s3d: An excitation with the gauge charge +1
carries boson charge +qb/2 if it resides on theA sublattice
and −qb/2 if it resides on theB sublattice, and in the Cou-
lomb phase the gauge and boson charges are both good quan-
tum numbers.

Instead of working directly with the microscopically de-
rived effective Hamiltonian for the chargons, which is com-
plicated, we consider the following model gauge theory:

H2ch = Uo
r

sn1r
2 + n2r

2 d − to
rr8

sb1r
† b1r8e

iarr 8 + b2r
† b2r8e

iarr 8d

+ uE o E2 − K o coss= 3 ad. s5d

This has two chargon fields minimally coupled to the com-
pact Us1d gauge field. The Hilbert space of the theory is
defined by

= ·E = n1r + n2r . s6d

b1r
† andb2r

† both carry gauge charge +1, and we take the first
to carry boson charge +qb/2 and the second −qb/2. There is
no discrimination between the two chargons, so the hopping
amplitude and the on-site interaction are taken equal for the
two species. This theory has the correct chargon content and
is therefore expected to capture the relevant physics of the
microscopic model.

For later convenience, we also write down the corre-
spondings3+1dD classical action

S2ch = − b o fcoss¹mf1 − amd + coss¹mf2 − amdg

− K o coss¹man − ¹n amd. s7d

For simplicity, the action is written in a space-time isotropic
form and is characterized by two coupling constantsb and
K. The former characterizes the relative strength of the char-
gon hoppingt versus repulsionU, while the latter character-
izes the competition ofK vs uE.

As an aside, we note that the above gauge theory also
appears in a particular “slave-boson” treatment of a generic
bosonic Hamiltonian at integer filling:

Hgeneric= ubo
r

nr
2 − wbo

rr8

br
†br8 + ¯ . s8d

Specifically, consider an analog ofCP1 representation for the
bosons treated asOs2d rotors:

br
† ; eifr = b1r

† b2r ; eisf1r−f2rd, s9d

nr = n1r = − n2r . s10d

Applying the corresponding slave-boson mean-field scheme
and studying fluctuations about the mean field, one obtains
the above gauge theorysthe details of the derivation can be
found, e.g., in Appendix E of Ref. 15d. The constraint, Eq.
s10d, formally corresponds to the limituE→` in H2ch, but
we can imagine that some coarse-graineduE is finite, and the
description in terms ofb1r and b2r as emergent degrees of
freedom applies in some regime of parameters.

The phase diagram of the two-chargon gauge theoryH2ch
is established by standard arguments16 and is shown in Fig.
5. The different phases are readily identified with the phases
of the microscopic boson Hamiltonian, Fig. 4.sid In the re-
gime t!U, K@uE, the gauge theory is in the deconfined
Coulomb phase with gapped chargons; this is of course the
Coulomb phase of our microscopic model and has the correct
particle content by construction.sii d In the regimet!U, K
!uE, the gauge theory is confining and there are no free
gauge charges; only gauge-neutral excitations are free and
carry integer boson charge; this phase corresponds to the
Mott insulator. siii d Finally, in the Higgs phaset@U both
chargon fields condense and the gauge-neutral fieldeisf1−f2d

obtains an expectation value; this corresponds to the super-
fluid phase of the bosons. It should be emphasized here that
while the model gauge theory reproduces the phase diagram
of the physical system, it is only in the Coulomb phase that
the chargon variables represent low-energy degrees of free-
dom; in the other phases, the chargons are confined and are
not present as individual particles in the spectrum at any
energy.

The phenomenological description allows us in particular
to discuss the nature of the phase transitions. Thus, we ex-
pect the conventional insulator to superfluid transition to be
in the s3+1dD XY universalitysbosons at integer fillingd for
small K /uE, but it can also become first order for larger
K /uE. The deconfinement transition between the two insula-
tors is similar to that in the pure gauge theory and empiri-
cally is believed to be first order. Finally, in the Coulomb to

FIG. 5. Schematic phase diagram of the compactUs1d gauge
theory with two matter fields, Eq.s5d. The dashed line in the super-
fluid phase represents the conjectured vortex core transition from a
unique vortex to two physically distinct vorticessthere is no transi-
tion in the superfluid ground state across this lined.
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superfluid transition the gauge field can be viewed as non-
compact since the monopoles remain gapped and do not par-
ticipate. This transition is expected to be fluctuation-induced
first order.17

Our treatment so far has been entirely in the boson charge
degrees of freedom, and to conclude this discussion we point
out some salient properties of the Coulomb phase. First, the
Coulomb phase features an emergent gauge charge conserva-
tion law that isexactas long as the system remains in this
phase. On a formal level, in this case, the projective trans-
formation that has led us to theUs1d gauge theory is conver-
gent as a series int /U, and the result is a genericUs1d gauge
theory with the local constraint that is exact by construction.
Second, the Coulomb phase and the emergent conservation
law are stable against addingarbitrary perturbations to the
microscopic Hamiltonian as long as these perturbations are
sufficiently small;5,6,8,10 this again follows from the local
constraint imposed by the large-U term, since the result is by
fiat a gauge theory. This amazing fact holds for perturbations
that can breakall symmetries of the microscopic Hamil-
tonian and despite the fact that the low-energy theory has a
gapless photon. This is a hallmark of the topological struc-
ture present in the Coulomb phase.

However, the topological character of the Coulomb phase
and its genesis appear mysterious in the charge language.
Much further insight is obtained when we consider vortices
in the superfluid phase from the point of view of the phe-
nomenological theory.

A precise topological characterization of the Coulomb
phase is provided by the existence of the gapped monopole
excitation. At energy scales well below the monopole gap,
the physics is that of a noncompactUs1d gauge theory.
Monopoles remain gapped across the transition to the super-
fluid phase—as we show below this leads to unusual vortex
physics.

Specifically, we argue for the presence of two distinct
stable vortices in the superfluid adjacent to the Coulomb
phase. We can think of the two vortices as having distin-
guishable order in the core. Physically, the core can change
from one order to the other somewhere along the vortex line,
but this domain wall costs an additional energy. The stability
of two distinct vortices in some parameter regime is a con-
sequence of some microscopic energetics in the system.
When this superfluid state is disordered by proliferating both
vortex species, the Coulomb phase obtains, and the domain
wall excitations become particles identified with the gapped
monopoles.

III. VORTEX PHENOMENOLOGY AND PHYSICAL
PICTURES

The two-chargon gauge theory is amenable to a precise
duality treatment, which gives a dynamical theory of vorti-
ces. A formal derivation is given in Appendix A. Here, we
proceed gently and consider a semiclassical description of
vortices in the superfluid. This discussion provides a physical
picture that underlies the more formal treatments of subse-
quent sections. We argue that, depending on the microscop-
ics, it is possible to have either a unique physical vortex or

two distinct vortex species.sA more careful discussion re-
quires the full dynamical theory.d As we vary the parameters
in the superfluid phase, there is a transition occurring inside
the core of vortex lines from a unique quantum core state to
two degenerate but distinct states. The “transition line” cuts
the superfluid phase into two regions as indicated in Fig. 5.

It should be emphasized that there is no transition in the
ground state of the system. The transition occurs in the prop-
erties of an infinite vortex line, which is a very high energy
excitation. But this has a bearing on which insulating state is
obtained when vortices condense: If we have a unique vortex
which then condenses, we obtain the conventional insulator.
On the other hand, as we argue below and in subsequent
sections, if we have two distinct vortex species and both
condense, we obtain the fractionalized Coulomb phasessee
Fig. 5d. It is also possible to have two vortex species but
condense only one of them, and this will give an insulating
state with broken discrete symmetrysb1↔b2 symmetry in
the two-chargon model or more physically the sublattice in-
terchange symmetry in the microscopic boson modeld; in the
simple lattice model, Eq.s7d, this phase is probably not re-
alized.

We begin with an effective description of the superfluid
phase, which is obtained by expanding the cosines in the
classical action, Eq.s7d; the terms read schematically

s=f1 − ad2 + s=f2 − ad2 + s= 3 ad2.

Shifting a→a8=a− =f2, the fielda8 is massive, and at low
energies we are left with one Goldstone modef=sf1

−f2dg2, as expected in the superfluid phase.
To study vortices, we apply an external electromagnetic

gauge potential that couples to the physical boson number
density; this amounts to the replacements

S=f1 − a −
1

2
AextD2

+ S=f2 − a +
1

2
AextD2

+ s= 3 ad2.

The factors ±1/2 correspond to the ±qb/2 charges carried by
the chargons. Anhc/qb vortex is obtained by requiring

R Aext·dl = 2p s11d

on going around the vortex. At large distances from the core
we have

=f1 − a −
1

2
Aext= 0, = f2 − a +

1

2
Aext= 0. s12d

Consider configurations withf1,2 winding by 2pm1,2, re-
spectively, r=f1,2·dl =2pm1,2. From the above equations
we conclude

R Aext·dl = 2psm1 − m2d, s13d

R a ·dl = psm1 + m2d. s14d

Thus, there are different ways to realize a physical vortex
in terms of the chargon fields. For a unit vortex, the relevant
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realizations aresm1,m2d=s1,0d ands0,−1d since these have
the lowest core energy. Notice that the two realizations carry
the gauge field fluxFa= +p and −p, respectively. More gen-
erally, different realizations of a given vortex are character-
ized by values of the gauge fluxFa that differ by multiples
of 2p. Independent of specific realizations, we note an im-
portant distinction between odd-strength vortices, which
carry flux Fa=p mods2pd, and even-strength vortices,
which carryFa=0 mods2pd.

In the above, the gauge fielda is treated as noncompact.
On a formal level, the multiplicity of the physical vortex
appears to be an artifact of ignoring the compactness of the
gauge field. Indeed, by moving a monopole across the sys-
tem, which is a dynamical degree of freedom, we can change
the gauge field flux by 2p. For the preceding discussion of a
single vortex, configurationss1,0d and s0,21d that differ in
Fa by 2p can mix with each other and produce a unique
physical vortexsthe mixing occurs on the level of local line
segmentsd. In this case, the only gauge flux distinction that
remains is between even and odd vortices.

However, it is crucial to note that the possibility of the
mixing discussed above is adynamicalquestion. We argue
below that it effectively does not occur near the Coulomb
phase boundary.

Consider a single physical vortex. As shown above, the
vortex carries internal gauge flux of +p or −p depending on
whether it is realized as a vortex inf1 or f2. Now consider
a “domain wall” inside the core of such a vortex where the
internal gauge flux changes from +p to −p. As the internal
gauge flux changes by 2p at such a domain wall, we may
identify it with a monopole configuration of the gauge field.
In the Coulomb phase this monopole costs a finite nonzero
energy. The monopole gap is expected to stay on approach-
ing the transition to the superfluid. Consequently, close to
this phase boundary but in the superfluid side, there will be a
finite nonzero energy cost associated with the domain walls
inside the vortex core. This immediately implies the exis-
tence of two distinct vortex species with the same physical
vorticity which are distinguished by the sign of the internal
gauge flux in the core.

Upon moving away from the phase boundary between the
superfluid and Coulomb phases, the domain wall gap in the
vortex core will eventually close. The domain walls will then
proliferate inside the core, leading to the destruction of the
vortex core order so that there will then be a unique vortex
for any given physical vorticity.

What is the physical meaning of the two vortex species?
To explore this, first note that the two vortex species may be
described as being either a full 2p vortex inb1 sbut not inb2d
or vice versa. Thus the amplitude ofb1 is suppressed in the
core of thef1 vortex while that ofb2 is not, and the reverse
happens for thef2 vortex. Thus, the order in the core of the
vortex corresponds to spontaneously breaking the symmetry
of interchange ofb1 and b2. But what is this symmetry in
terms of a more microscopic description in terms of the un-
derlying bosons? The answer clearly depends on the model
considered. For the microscopic boson Hubbard model of
Sec. II, the two chargon speciesb1,2 are associated with sites
that belong to the two distinct sublattices of the cubic lattice
on whose links the physical bosons reside. Thus, the chargon

interchange symmetry corresponds simply to interchange of
the A and B sublattices in the underlying model. We there-
fore conclude that this sublattice interchange symmetry
spresent in the microscopic modeld is spontaneously broken
in the core of a vortex line in the superfluid phase close to
the transition to the Coulomb insulator. The two different
vortex species simply correspond to the two possible degen-
erate ordered patterns for the core state.

An almost similar situation also obtains for bosons at
half-filling ssee Sec. Vd on a cubic lattice in a superfluid state
close to the transition to a Coulomb insulator. There the two
different vortex species again have broken sublattice symme-
try in the core which may be simply identified with check-
erboard density wave order. This kind of order in the vortex
core is very natural for bosons at half-filling—thus a Cou-
lomb insulator is perhaps a more natural possibility at half-
filling once the superfluidity is destroyed.

Having understood the vortex structure in the superfluid
phase, we can now turn around and address the question of
how to view the Coulomb phase in terms of the excitations
of the superfluid. To destroy the superfluidity we need to
proliferate vortex lines. With two vortex species present, first
consider proliferating just one kind of vortex. The resulting
insulator will then inherit the order in the core of the prolif-
erated vortex species. In other words, the resulting insulator
will break a symmetrysfor instance, the sublattice inter-
change in the boson Hubbard model of Sec. IId. On the other
hand, we may proliferate both vortex species with equal am-
plitudes. The resulting insulator will then not inherit the bro-
ken symmetry of either vortex core. This is the Coulomb
phase. The monopoles are clearly the remnants of the domain
walls between the two ordering patterns along the vortex
core ssee Fig. 2d. The photon may then be associated with
fluctuations of a “roton” formed by combining together a
loop of one vortex species with a loop of an antivortex of the
other vortex species. To understand this, we note that in the
gauge-theoretic description of the superfluid phase such a
roton has no net vorticity but carries internal gauge flux of
2p. In other words, it represents a tube of magnetic flux.
Once the two vortex species proliferate, the fluctuations of
the roton may be described in terms of fluctuating magnetic
field lines, and this physically describes the photon.

The above physical pictures are elaborated in precise for-
mal terms in the following sections.

IV. DUAL-VORTEX DESCRIPTION

To make the above discussion of the vortex core structure
and its implications for proximate insulating phases more
precise, it will clearly be useful to have a dual formulation
which focuses on the vortex line degrees of freedom. For the
issues at the focus of the present paper—namely, a dual de-
scription of the Coulomb phase—it is necessary to have a
dual formulation that clearly brings out the presence of the
two distinct vortex species with ordered cores. This is most
conveniently obtained by dualizing the gauge theoretic de-
scription in terms of the two chargon fields. Such a formula-
tion may be obtained by an extension of the duality transfor-
mation for the usual latticeXY model ins3+1dD. This model
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describes bosons at some large integer filling on a three-
dimensional lattice. Since even this duality is possibly unfa-
miliar to most readers, we first review it below and show
how various familiar Mott insulating states of bosons at in-
teger filling may be described in terms of vortex line con-
densates. We will then generalize this duality to incorporate
the nontrivial core structure of the vortex lines when there
are two vortex species and show how the Coulomb phase
results from their proliferation.

A. Review of vortex description for „3+1…D XY model

Here we review duality for generic 3D quantum bosons at
integer filling. The dualities are performed for the Euclidean
action, which in this case iss3+1dD XY model:

SXYffig = − bo
im

coss¹mfd. s15d

To avoid clutter, we take equal spatial and temporal cou-
plings. The formalism is standard,18,19 but we want to bring
out its physical interpretation as was done in Refs. 11 and 20
for s2+1dD. Our treatment below makes explicit the corre-
spondence of the dual variables to vorticities and enables us
to obtain a dual perspective on many familiar Mott insulating
states. The primary purpose of this review is to provide a
background for the subsequent duality treatments of more
complicated cases.

We start with the Villain form for the partition function:

ZV = o
fpimg=−`

` E
−p

p

fDfigexpF−
b

2o
im

s¹mf − 2ppimd2G .

s16d

We work on as3+1dD hypercubic lattice; space-time sites
are labeled by lowercase Latin letterssi , . . .d, and the lattice
directions are labeled by Greek letterssm , . . .d. Integer-
valued fieldspim ensure 2p periodicity in the angles. For
each configuration in the statistical sum, we define vorticities

qmn = ¹mpn − ¹npm. s17d

In s3+1dD, qmn describe vortex world sheets. Here and be-
low, the lattice derivatives are indicated only schematically,
but the precise meaning is readily recovered in each case.

As usual forOs2d models, we want to separate the spin-
wave and vortex parts. This is achieved by dividing configu-
rations hpimj into classes with the same vorticity. Two con-
figurationshpimj and hpim8 j belong to the same class if they
can be related viapim8 =pim+¹mN with an integer-valued field
Ni. Using the latter, we now extend thef integrals over the
whole real line and obtain

ZV = o
fqimng

8E
−`

`

fDfigE
−`

`

fDjimgexpF−
1

2b
o
im

j im
2

+ io
im

j ims¹mf − 2ppim
s0ddG s18d

= o
fqimng

8E
−`

`

fDjimgds¹m jmdexpF−
1

2b
o
im

j im
2 − io

im

j im2ppim
s0dG .

s19d

Here, we introduced a real-valued fieldj im, which can be
interpreted as particle current;hpim

s0dj is any member of the
class with given vorticityqimn. The prime on the sum over
the vorticitiesqimn indicates that these satisfy schematically
dsqmn dxm∧dxnd=0, which reads as an integer-valued con-
straint

1

2
ersmn¹s qmn = 0 s20d

for each direct lattice cube or equivalently each dual lattice
link. Here and in what follows, we specifically work ins3
+1dD and make use of the fully antisymmetric tensorersmn

to connect between direct and dual lattice objects; summa-
tion over repeated indicies is implied unless specified other-
wise. The above constraint means that there are no sources
for vortices. We can also specify the vortex world sheets by
an integer-valued fieldFIrs residing on the dual placketssup-
per case lettersI , . . . specify dual lattice sitesd:

Frs =
1

2
ersmnqmn, s21d

¹sFrs = 0. s22d

The current conservation constraint¹m jm=0 can be
solved by introducing a rank-2 antisymmetric fieldgIrs re-
siding on the dual plackets

jm =
1

2
emnrs¹n

grs

2p
, s23d

with factor 2p introduced for convenience. We now have

o
im

j im2ppim
s0d = o

I,r,s

gIrsFIrs, s24d

so vorticity appears explicitly in the statistical sum. At this
stage, we can integrate out the fieldgrs and obtain a descrip-
tion in terms of the vortex world sheets with specific long-
ranged interactions and consider different phases of the vor-
tex system as determined by this interaction. We expect that
modifying the interactions at short distances will not change
the physics of the various phases but only positions of the
phase boundaries, and we therefore consider generalized
models with added local “fugacity” terms

Sfug =
1

2l
o

i,m,n

qimn
2 =

1

2l
o

I,r,s

FIrs
2 . s25d

In order to describe the vortex system in more familiar
terms, we instead retain thegrs field and proceed as follows.
The integer-valued constraint of no vorticity sources written
in terms ofFIrs, Eq. s22d, is handled by introducing aUs1d
variablecIr on each dual lattice link in the manner
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ds¹sFrsd ~ E
−p

p

dcr expficr¹sFrsg s26d

sno sum overrd. We can now perform the summation over
vorticities, obtaining

ZVflg =E
−`

`

fDgIrsg8E
−p

p

fDcIrgexpF−
1

2b
o
im

j im
2 G

3 expFl o
I,r,s

coss¹rcs − ¹s cr − gIrsdG , s27d

where the cosine stands for the appropriate Villain form and
jm is given in Eq.s23d. The only approximation in the above
duality transformationsbesides Villain-izingd is the added
vortex fugacity. The resulting dual theory has a compact
Us1d gauge field coupled to a noncompact rank-2 field. This
is a generalization of thes2+1dD duality, where the dual
theory has aUs1d scalar field coupled to a noncompact gauge
field. The vorticityqmn of the original angle variables is pre-
cisely the integer-valued electromagnetic field tensorFrs of
the compact electrodynamics in thecIr variables. In a Hamil-
tonian formulation, vortex lines are identified with the elec-
tric field lines—e.g.,Ex;Ftx;qyz. Thus,eicRx is conjugate

to ÊRx and can be viewed as a vortex line segment creation
operator.

For later convenience, we also exhibit the dual lattice ac-
tion using “soft-spin” vortex fields

Svort = − l o
I,r,s

fCIr
* CI+r̂,s

* CI+ŝ,rCIs e−igrs + c.c.g

+ o
Ir

VsuCIru2d + k o semnrs¹ngrsd2. s28d

Here CIr
* ,eicIr creates a vortex line segment on the dual

lattice link; VsuCu2d=suCu2+u4uCu4+u6uCu6+¯ controls am-
plitude fluctuations of the fieldC. From the preceding deri-
vation, the rank-2 fieldgIrs describes boson density fluctua-
tions via Eq. s23d. The first term in the action represents
vortex line “hopping” by extending across a placket. The
boson density acts as a source for the rank-2 gauge potential
seen by the vorticessthis gauge potential produces the famil-
iar Berry phase when a vortex line moves in the superfluidd.

The behavior of the compactUs1d gauge theory without
the rank-2 field is well understood, and we can use this as a
starting point to develop intuition about the vortex system.
This line of thinking can be interpreted as considering
screened vortices first. Indeed, for a charged boson system
we would conclude that the fieldgrs is massive and can be
ignored. To obtain a faithful description of neutral bosons—
e.g., to correctly reproduce the low-energy modes—we need
to include the “gauging” by the rank-2 field. This can be
accomplished by a semiclassical analysis just as in the
Ginzburg-Landau theory.

We now summarize the dual description of the familiar
phases of 3D quantum bosons at integer filling.

The superfluidphase of the bosons is identified with con-
finement ineicr. Vortex excitations in the superfluid are the
gapped electric field lines. The rank-2 fieldgrs is essentially

free, and its single propagating modeswhich can be found,
e.g., by doing quantum mechanics for this fieldd is precisely
the phonon mode of the superfluid.

The Mott insulatorphase is obtained by proliferating vor-
tices, soeicr is “condensed” or, more appropriately, “decon-
fined.” The rank-2 fieldgrs is gapped out and in the process
“eats” the photon modessan analog of the Anderson-Higgs
phenomenond, so there are no gapless excitations, as ex-
pected. Gapped charged excitations of the Mott insulator are
represented by monopoles of the dual gauge field, and the
discreteness of charge is encoded in the corresponding quan-
tization condition for the rank-2 field, which is a generaliza-
tion of the flux quantization in the Ginzburg-Landau theory.

Indeed, let us consider a monopole worldline. Fix a time
slice sof our Euclidean path integrald and evaluate the boson
number

ntot =E jt d3r =
1

2p
E d3rs¹xgyz+ ¹ygzx+ ¹zgxyd. s29d

In the far field away from the monopole we have, e.g.,

gxy = ¹xcy − ¹ycx ; Bz, s30d

so the right-hand side coincides with the outgoing magnetic
flux divided by 2p, which is equal to the enclosed monopole
number. Thus, monopole world lines in the dual description
are precisely world lines of integer-quantized charges in the
direct description.

Z2 fractionalized insulator: We can readily generalize the
above description of the Mott insulator to discuss more ex-
otic insulator phases. TheZ2 fractionalized phase is obtained
as a condensate of doubled vortices while single vortices are
not condensed. The dual action generically allows double-
vortex hopping terms like

− l2 o
I,r,s

cosf2s¹rcs − ¹s cr − gIrsdg. s31d

When l is small while l2 is large, we expectei2cr to be
deconfined but noteicr. Topological excitations in this phase
are monopoles of the fieldei2cr, and these are seen to repre-
sent charged excitations carrying fraction 1/2 of the boson
charge. Odd-strength vortex line excitations correspond to
vison line excitations of theZ2 phase.

B. Dual formulation with two vortex species

We now show how to incorporate the physics of two dis-
tinct vortex species with ordered cores in the dual formula-
tion. As mentioned above, this is most conveniently done by
dualizing the gauge-theoretic description in terms of two
chargon fields. The duality transformation is a straightfor-
ward but tedious extension of the methods of the previous
subsection. We therefore relegate the technical details to Ap-
pendix A and focus here on the result and the physics con-
tained in it. As expected on the basis of the semiclassical
discussion in Sec. III, the analysis in Appendix A yields a
dual theory with two vortex fieldsCs1d andCs2d correspond-
ing to the two possible ordering patterns in the core. Further,
these vortices are allowed to turn from one flavor into the
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other, and the corresponding domain wall appears as an ad-
ditional field Y in the dual theory.

A generic “soft-spin” action for the two vortex fields can
be expressed in the form

S2vort = − l o
b=1,2

fCIr
sbd*CI+r̂,s

sbd* CI+ŝ,r
sbd CIs

sbde−igrs + c.c.g

+ o fVsuCIr
s1du2 + uCIr

s2du2d + WsuCIr
s1du2uCIr

s2du2dg

+ k o semnrs¹ngrsd2 − lmo sYI
*YI+r̂CIr

s1d*CIr
s2d

+ c.c.d + o UsuYIu2d. s32d

In the two-chargon theory, bothCIr
s1d* and CIr

s2d* create a
physical vortex line segment, but it is realized as a vortex in
b1 in the first case and an antivortex inb2 in the second case;
see Eq.s13d. The vortex interaction termsV andW need not
be specified at this stage but are important when determining
the vortex condensate.lm represents quantum tunneling be-
tween the two core states and is written here as the domain
wall hopping, whileU represents the domain wall energy
cost.

Two broad possibilities need to be considered in the su-
perfluid. The first possibility is that domain walls are ener-
getically cheap and proliferate inside vortex cores. In this
case the two vortex fields lock to each other. In the integer
filling case considered here, this produces a unique physical
vortex, and the proper low-energy description is then in
terms of a single vortex fieldsthe situation at half-integer
filling is more complicated; see the next sectiond.

The second possibility is that domain walls are energeti-
cally costly and remain gapped inside vortex cores. In this
case the fieldY has only short-ranged correlations and may
be integrated out. The two vortex fields are proper low-
energy degrees of freedom. We can now ask what happens
when these vortices condense—e.g., whenC=0 becomes an
unstable state of the potentialV. Depending on the interac-
tion W, the condensate either has just one of the two vortex
species or has both vortex species proliferated simulta-
neously. The former case occurs whenW.0, and we write
schematicallykCs1dlÞ0, kCs2dl=0. The resulting Mott insu-
lator then inherits the order in the core of theCs1d vortex.
There are no gapless modes: as discussed in the previous
subsection, the rank-2 field Higgses out the gapless modes of
the single-species world sheet condensate. In the micro-
scopic boson Hubbard model on the lattice of corner-sharing
octahedra, this Mott insulator breaksA↔B sublattice inter-
change symmetry.

On the other hand, for the interactionW of opposite sign,
it is favorable for both vortex species to proliferate simulta-
neously, schematicallykCs1dl=kCs2dlÞ0. In this case we ob-
tain a fractionalized Coulomb insulator with a gapless pho-
ton, a gapped monopole, and two species of gapped
chargons. The gapless photon obtains since the rank-2 field
grs can Higgs out only theCs1d*Cs2d* ‘part’ of the two-
species world sheet condensate. TheCs1d*Cs2d part does not
couple togrs; it represents string objects with short-range

interactions only—indeed, it is precisely the roton formed by
combining a vortex of one kind with an antivortex of the
other kind. To show that its fluctuations lead to a gapless
photon mode, we focus on just the fluctuations of the
“phases”Cs1d, Cs2d of the two vortex species:

Cs1d* , eiCs1d
, Cs2d* , eiCs2d

. s33d

sNote that compared with Appendix A, we useCs1d=cs1d,
Cs2d=−cs2d, while the monopole fieldu smd is the “phase” of

the domain wall particleYI
* ,eiuI

smd
.d Expanding to quadratic

order in small gradients ofCs1d, Cs2d, the resulting ‘elastic’
action has the following schematic structure:

S= s= 3 Cs1d − gd2 + s= 3 Cs2d − gd2 s34d

+ f= 3 sCs1d − Cs2ddg2 + ¯ s35d

Hereg represents the rank-2 gauge field. The ellipses refer to
the kinetic energy term for theg and various anharmonic
corrections to the above quadratic action. It is now easy to
see that the combinationCs1d+Cs2d is rendered massive while
the combinationCs1d−Cs2d remains massless. The latter pre-
cisely represents a linear dispersing gapless photon with two
transverse polarizations in three spatial dimensions. Thus as
promised the photon is indeed associated with fluctuations of
the roton formed from a vortex of one kind and antivortex of
the other kind. The gappedY field simply corresponds to the
monopole excitation of the Coulomb phase. Finally, the
“monopoles” of the proliferated dual fieldsCs1d andCs2d are
the two chargons. This completes our formal description. We
also point that Appendix D develops a similar description of
the Ising P* phase in two spatial dimensions that incorpo-
rates the physics of two distinct Ising domain walls.

We conclude by emphasizing that the vortex proliferation
transition is likely first order, in which case the lattice action
for vortices does not have a formal continuum limit, but this
does not affect the presented physical picture of the phases.

V. BOSONS AT HALF-FILLING

We now consider bosons at half-filling in some detail. We
have in mind some generic Hamiltonian

Hgeneric= ubo
r
Snr −

1

2
D2

− wbo
rr8

br
†br8 + ¯ . s36d

The physical picture presented in the Introduction and elabo-
rated in the previous section carries over readily and is per-
haps more appealing in this case. In particular, the ordering
pattern in the vortex core when there are two species simply
corresponds to checkerboard density order of the bosons.
This is a very natural “insulating” core for the vortices to
develop when the bosons are at half-filling. Formally, this
core structure may readily be seen to arise in the same semi-
classical treatment as in Sec. III. We first break up the boson
field into two “chargon” fields as before. This leads to a
description in terms of a compactUs1d gauge theory coupled
to two chargon fields. A physical vortex in the superfluid
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order then corresponds to having a full vortex inb1 sbut none
in b2d or a full antivortex inb2 sand no vorticity inb1d. Thus,
there are still two types of vortices which convert into each
other at the locations of monopoles of the gauge theory. Fol-
lowing the closely related discussion in Ref. 15 in two di-
mensions, it is readily seen that the two vortices correspond
to the two possible patterns of checkerboard density-wave
ordering in the core.sThe precise reason is simply that the
two vortices differ in the sign of the internal gauge flux. For
bosons at half-filling, this gauge flux couples linearly to the
difference of the boson densities on the two sublattices;
hence there is checkerboard density-wave ordering in the
cored.

As for bosons at integer filling, the insight into the vortex
structure can be given a precise form by employing a duality
transformation. The dual action is derived in Appendix C.
The Coulomb phase is again obtained when both vortex spe-
cies condense with equal amplitude. The domain walls in the
ordered vortex core survive as gapped monopoles, and the
photon emerges exactly as beforesas the fluctuations of pro-
liferated rotons made by combining a vortex and an antivor-
tex of two different speciesd. The gapped chargons are again
“monopoles” of the two vortex fields that appear in the dual
theory. Thus the main structure of the description of the Cou-
lomb phase is unaffected from that appropriate at integer
filling.

The primary differences arise when we consider the na-
ture of the possible confined phases. These may be obtained
from the Coulomb phase by condensing the gapped mono-
poles. Such a condensation leads to confinement of the
gapped chargons and the disappearance of the photon from
the spectrum. However, as can be anticipated from experi-
ence in two dimensions, the monopoles now transform non-
trivially under lattice symmetries. This leads to broken lattice
symmetry in the confined phases. In particular, various bond
or box density wave phases are possible. These will be ex-
plored directly in the next section.

Here we specify more precisely the modifications to the
two-vortex action, Eq.s32d, due to half-filling on a cubic
lattice and sketch some implications for the vortex core
structure. As discussed in Appendix C, there is an additional
static vector potentialXIr

0 that couples to the domain wall
hopping term—thelm term in Eq.s32d—see Eq.sC4d. This
vector potential encodes the monopole Berry phases due to
half-integer boson density. It is specified by the correspond-
ing fluxeshrs

0 =¹rXs
0 −¹sXr

0 smodulo 2pd through the faces
of the dual cubes. The fluxes are nonzero on the spatial
plackets only and equal top /3 when oriented from theA to
B sublattice of the direct cubic lattice as shown in Fig. 6. The
derivation of this result is given in the next section, and
further details can be found in Appendix C.

As discussed above, the two fieldsCs1d and Cs2d corre-
spond to the two checkerboard charge orders inside a vortex
core. We can now ask about the effect on the core dynamics
due to the static vector potentialXr

0 seen by the domain
walls. The specific details of the domain wall motion such as
change in the dispersion are not immediately relevant for the
low-energy physics if the domain wall remains gapped.

Indeed this is why the modifications induced by half-filling
do not affect much the description of the Coulomb phase
itself. But they become more important when the monopole
gap closes at a phase transition from the Coulomb to a con-
fined phase or when the domain wall gap closes inside vortex
core.

Deep in the superfluid phase when the vortex line is stiff,
we expect a single minimum in the domain wall dispersion,
and when the walls proliferate inside the core we obtain a
unique vortex. However, for a vortex line that fluctuates suf-
ficiently and explores the three-dimensional space so that the
effects ofXr

0 are felt, the bottom of the domain wall band can
split. This is the situation in the Coulomb phase, where do-
main walls become monopole particles, and one finds two
low-energy propagating monopole modesssee the next sec-
tion for detailsd.

Consider now what happens when we have two domain
wall band minima inside the vortex core in the superfluid
phase and the domain wall gap goes to zero. One possibility
motivated by our analysis in the next section is that domain
wall proliferation leads to a VBS order inside the core. In
this case, while the fieldsCs1d andCs2d are locked, there can
be several degenerate ways for this to happen corresponding
to the number of favorable VBS states inside the coreswe
need to be even more careful here since, e.g., for the colum-
nar order the favorable states likely depend on the vortex line
orientationd. This would mean that our choice of the basic
fields Cs1d andCs2d is not a very good one and the analysis

FIG. 6. Description of the monopole Berry phases for bosons at
half-filling on a simple cubic lattice in terms of a static gauge po-
tential seen by the monopoles hopping on the dual lattice.sad hrs

0

gives a flux of ±p /3 through each spatial placket of the dual lattice
with the flux oriented from theA to B sublattice of the direct lattice.

sbd Our gauge choice foreiXr
0
, which realizes the fluxeseihrs

0
sEq.

s46dd.
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needs to be reconsidered, perhaps introducing different vor-
tex fields. When a single such vortex condenses, the corre-
sponding VBS state results, but it may be also possible to
condense several such vortices simultaneously possibly lead-
ing to new exotic states. Even more exotic possibility is for
the domain walls to become critical inside the core, which
might occur due to the one dimensionality of the setting.21 In
the present work, we have only touched upon these possibili-
ties and have not pursued any systematic studies.

We now comment on the possibility of a direct analysis of
a more “microscopic” vortex theory for bosons at half-filling
and the connection with the above two-vortex description.
Indeed such a direct analysis is very useful in two spatial
dimensions.14,15 The bare vortex action at half-filling is de-
scribed in Appendix B. As ins2+1dD, the half-filling mani-
fests itself by “frustrating” the vortex propagation with addi-
tional static Berry phases. Ins3+1dD, this is encoded by
placing half of a magnetic monopole inside each dual cube in
the compact gauge field part that describes the vortex mo-
tion. As mentioned in Appendix B, at present we do not
know how to analytically treat such frustrated gauge theories
and how to connect directly with the two-vortex description
like it was done in Ref. 14 fors2+1dD. Our earlier discus-
sion and the analysis in Appendix C provide an alternative
route in two dimensions15 that extends reasonably to three
dimensions, and we expect the resulting action with two vor-
tex species to describe the vortex physics at low energies in
some regime of parameters.sA limited but direct attack is
possible on the bare vortex action as well.21d

VI. VALENCE BOND SOLIDS OF BOSONS AT HALF-
FILLING ON A 3D CUBIC LATTICE

In this section, we show how valence bond solid phases
emerge due to monopole condensation out of the Coulomb
phase at half-filling. The crucial ingredient is the monopole
dynamics produced by the static vector potentialXr

0. To that
end it is convenient to specialize to the hard-core limit in
which case we may view the bosons as representing spin-1/2
moments residing on the cubic lattice. In this limit, the static
vector potential may be viewed as arising from Berry phases
present in a path integral description of a spin-1/2 moment.
Because of the importance of this result, which is an exten-
sion to three dimensions of Haldane’s calculation in two
dimensions,22 we give a direct derivation in the context of
spin-1/2 systems. It is in this context that the valence bond
solids were analyzed in the work of Read and Sachdev,23

providing us with familiar grounds.

A. Monopole action and Berry phases

Our starting point is the “modified”
Sachdev-Jalabert15,24,25lattice model for spin-1/2 system on
a cubic lattice in the vicinity of the collinear Néel state. This
is defined in terms of a bosonic fieldzia which carries spin
1/2 and resides on the sitessdenotedi , j , . . .d of a s3+1dD
space-time latticesa= ↑ ,↓ is a spin indexd. We will refer to
the quanta of this field as spinons. They are the analogsfor
the spin systemd of the chargon fields introduced earlier for

boson models. The spinons are minimally coupled to a com-
pact Us1d gauge fieldaim. The action for the Sachdev-
Jalabert model reads

ZSJ= o
fuimng

E
−p

p

fDaimg E fDzigfdsuziu2 − 1dg

3exps− Sz − Sa − SBd,

Sz = − bo
im

fzi
†eiaimzi+m̂ + c.c.g + ¯ ,

Sa =
K

2 o
i,m,n

s¹man − ¹nam − 2puimnd2,

SB = io
i

hiait.

The compactness of the gauge field is encapsulated by sum-
ming over integer-valued fieldsuimn. The last term represents
a Berry phase that encapsulates the spin-1/2 nature of the
moment at each site. Thehi appearing in this term is +1 on
the A sublattice and −1 on theB sublattice of the spatial
cubic lattice. The connection to microscopic spin models and
motivation may be found in the original references 23–25.
With appropriate deformations ofSz, this model can also
describe bosonic systems at half-integer fillingssee Refs. 15
and 25d.

Here we are interested in paramagnetic states with gapped
spinonssinterpreted as chargons in bosonic systemsd. In such
cases we may integrate out the spinon fields completely. This
effectively amounts to dropping theSz term from the action.
sAs we are interested in the general structure of the paramag-
netic phases, we will not worry much about effects such as
generating other short ranged interactions for the gauge
fields.d The remaining action is that of a compactUs1d gauge
theory ins3+1dD on a cubic lattice but in the presence of the
Berry phase term. The latter has a simple physical interpre-
tation in a Hamiltonian language. It simply corresponds to
the presence of a static background gauge charge of strength
±1 on the sites of the spatial cubic lattice. The sign alternates
from one sublattice to the other. Indeed precisely the same
kind of gauge theory arises in studies of two-dimensional
spin-1/2 quantum paramagnets.

In the s2+1dD case, it is well known that the alternating
static background charge leads to broken translational sym-
metry in confined paramagnetic phases. Our goal is to extend
that analysis to three dimensions. To that end we perform a
duality transformation onSa+SB. In the absence of back-
ground charge, this is just the familiar electric-magnetic du-
ality. The compactUs1d gauge theory then becomes a theory
of pointlike monopoles that are coupled to the dual fluctuat-
ing noncompactUs1d gauge field.sThe noncompactness of
the dual gauge field is because we have thrown out the
spinons—which are the gauge “electric” charges—in the
original theory. Indeed retaining them is equivalent to retain-
ing monopoles in the dual gauge field.d The presence of the
background charge means that there is dual magnetic flux
emanating out of the center of each cube on the dual lattice
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on which the monopoles reside. This flux alternates in sign
from one cube to the next and frustrates the monopole hop-
ping. We therefore expect the duality transformation onSa
+SB to yield a theory of monopoles with frustrated hopping
that is coupled to the dual noncompact gauge field. This is
explicitly shown in what follows.

We proceed by writing

e−Sa =E
−`

`

fDfimngexpS−
1

2K
o

i,m,n

f imn
2 D

3 expFi o
i,m,n

f imns¹m an − ¹nam − 2puimndG .

fmn can be interpreted as the electromagnetic field tensor. We
classify configurationshuimnj by their monopole four-currents

Jr
smd =

1

2
ersmn¹sumn. s37d

Two configurationshumnj andhumn8 j belong to the same class
if they can be related,umn8 =umn+¹mVn−¹nVm, with an
integer-valued fieldVm. This allows the separation of the
Gaussian and topological defect parts of the statistical sum,
since theam integration now extends over the full real line.

To treat the Berry phase term, we find a staticfmn
0 satis-

fying

hidmt = ¹nf mn
0 , s38d

f mn
0 = −

n0K

b
sdmt¹nhi − dnt¹mhid. s39d

sAs will be clear below, the proportionality constantn0K /b
is in fact fixed by the above conditions to be 1/12; the spe-
cific writing is chosen for convenience when reusing the
present analysis in Appendix C.d The first condition is pos-
sible sincevim;hidmt has zero divergence. It allows us to
write the Berry phase term as

SB = i o
m,n

f mn
0 s¹man − ¹n amd. s40d

We can now bring out the topological defect part by chang-

ing variables tof̃mn= fmn− fmn
0 . In terms of the variablesf̃mn

the action has the same form as in the absence of the original
Berry phases except for additional contributions:

Sn0
+ S̃B ;

1

K
o
m,n

f̃ mnfmn
0 + i o

m,n

f mn
0 2pumn. s41d

Due to conditions38d the “phase” termS̃B depends on the
monopole configuration only. The second conditions39d al-
lows us to write the termSn0

as

Sn0
= o

i

n0

b
hi j it. s42d

Here jm;¹n f̃mn can be viewed as the gauge charge current.
This follows by integrating over theam field; Appendixes A
and C exhibit this explicitly forUs1d matter fields, while in

the absence of any matter we get¹n f̃mn=0. Thus,Sn0
can be

viewed as a static staggered chemical potential seen by thez
fields, and as long as it is much smaller than the spinon gap,
it can be ignored for the low-energy properties.

We now exhibit f mn
0 that solves the two conditions, Eqs.

s38d and s39d. Only the electric field partsEx
0; f tx

0 , Ey
0, and

Ez
0 are nonzero and satisfy

= ·E0 = hr , s43d

E0 = −
Kn0

b
= hr . s44d

This fixesE0 uniquely to have value 1/6 on each bond from
the A to B sublatticesthe valuen0/b is also fixed at this
staged.

The phase termS̃B can be expressed in terms of the mono-
pole currentsJr

smd by first transforming fromf mn
0 to hrs

0 :

f mn
0 =

1

2
emnrs

hrs
0

2p
. s45d

The latter has spatial componentshxy
0 ,hyz

0 ,hzx
0 only, which

can be interpreted as fluxes through the faces of the dual
lattice cubes. The total outwards flux is +2p for a dual cube
surrounding anA-sublattice site of the direct lattice and −2p
surrounding aB-sublattice site, and in each case the flux is
divided equally among all six faces. This is shown in Fig.
6sad. Since the total flux out of each cube is ±2p, we can
write

hrs
0 = ¹rXs

0 − ¹sXr
0 mod 2p. s46d

Xr
0 is a static field on the spatial links of the dual lattice, and

one choice is shown in Fig. 6sbd. We finally obtain

S̃B = i o Jr
smdXr

0 s47d

and interpret this as a monopole Berry phase. This is appro-
priate since as we have explained the remaining contribu-
tions to the low-energy action have the same form as in the
absence of the original Berry phaseSB.

We can offer the following geometric representation of
the monopole Berry phase. Consider a monopole space-time
world line and trace out the spatial path traveled by the
monopole. The Berry phase is given by the flux ofh0 ssee
Fig. 6d through any surface pulled onto this closed path. This
is s3+1dD generalization of Haldane’ss2+1dD result22 for
the monopole Berry phase. Ins2+1dD, the Haldane’s result
leads to destructive interference among monopole world
paths unless monopoles are quadrupled. Ins3+1dD, the in-
terference pattern encoded inhrs

0 is more subtle, and requires
us to study the monopole hopping in the static vector poten-
tial Xr

0; this is detailed below.
We now complete the duality mapping for the modelSa

+SB without any matter field in order to exhibit the relevant
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structure of the monopole action; the relationship of this to
the original Sachdev-Jalabert model will be commented upon
later.

Using the standard result for the monopole action in com-
pact QED we obtain

Zcqed+SB
= o

fJr
smdg

8E
−`

`

fDLrg8

3expS−
1

8Kp2 o
r,s

s¹rLs − ¹sLrd2D
3exps− i o Jr

smdsLr + Xr
0dd .

Here, Lr is a noncompact dual gauge field such thatf̃mn

=emnrs¹rLs / s2pd. The prime on the sum indicates that the
monopole currents satisfy continuity¹rJr

smd=0. Integrating
overLr we would obtain an action in terms of the monopole
world lines only. Instead of doing this, we transform the
monopole action into a more familiar form by considering a
generalized model with added monopole fugacity term

Sfug. =
1

2lm
o sJr

smdd2. s48d

The constraint¹rJr
smdsId=0 on each dual siteI can be solved

by introducing aUs1d field uI
smd, and upon summing overJr

smd

the final result reads

Zcqed+SB
flmg =E

−`

`

fDLIrg8E
−p

p

fDuI
smdge−SfLr,usmdg, s49d

SfLr,u
smdg =

1

8Kp2 o
r,s

s¹rLs − ¹sLrd2

− lmo coss¹rusmd − Xr
0 − Lrd. s50d

eiusmd
can be interpreted as a monopole creation operator; the

field usmd is coupled to the noncompactsduald gauge fieldLr,
and there is also static “frustration”Xr

0 coming from the
Berry phases for monopoles in our spin-1/2 system.

The relationship of the above action to the original
Sachdev-Jalabert model is as follows. The action was de-
rived in the absence of the spinon fieldz se.g., taking the
spinon gap to infinityd. Now, z carries electric charge of the
original gauge fieldam, and as usual in the electromagnetic
duality, it acts as a magnetic charge for the dual gauge field
Lr. Thus, to have a complete correspondence with the origi-
nal spin model, we need to allow monopoles in the dual
gauge fieldLr, and these monopoles need to be spin-1/2
particles. Ignoring the spinon field makes the dual gauge
field noncompact as in the above action.

B. Monopole condensation patterns

We now study possible phases of the above monopole
action, assuming throughout that the spinons are gapped.

Clearly, for smalllm the monopole field is gapped. In this
case, the dual gauge field is free, and we obtain aUs1d spin
liquid phase of the original spin-1/2 problem. This phase has
gapped spinons, gapped monopoles, and a gapless photon
and respects all lattice symmetries.

To analyze possible monopole condensates, we closely
follow Ref. 14. We first ignore fluctuations of the dual-gauge
field Lr and study a frustratedXY model defined by the static
vector potentialXr

0. What we are essentially doing here is
averaging over fast fluctuations imposed byXr

0. Once the
structure of the resulting slow fluctuation description be-
comes clear, we will restore the fieldLr.

Continuous-time soft-spin action for the frustratedXY
model is

E dtFo
R

u]tFRu2 − o
kRR8l

stRR8FR
* FR8 + c.c.d + o

R

VsuFRu2dG ,

s51d

with some potential VsuFRu2d=r0uFRu2+u0uFRu4+¯. We
work on the discrete spatial lattice labeled byR sdual to the
original spin system latticed, since the lattice is crucial at this
stage.

The frustration is encoded in the monopole hopping am-

plitudes tRR8= teiXRR8
0

, corresponding to the fluxesh0 on the
plackets as shown in Fig. 6sad. Our gauge choice is shown in
Fig. 6sbd, and details are follows:

tR,R+x̂ =Î3

8
s1 + ieipsx+ydd +Î1

8
s1 − ieipsx+yddeipz,

tR,R+ŷ =Î3

8
s1 − ieipsx+ydd +Î1

8
s1 + ieipsx+yddeipz,

tR,R+ẑ = 1.

Diagonalizing the kinetic energy, we find two low-energy
modes with normalized real-space wave functions

C1sRd =
1 + sÎ3 −Î2deipz

Î2s3 −Î6d
, s52d

C2sRd =
1 − sÎ3 −Î2deipz

Î2s3 −Î6d
3

eipx − ieipy

Î2
. s53d

Thus, we find two monopole excitations carrying different
lattice momenta.

At the kinetic energy level, any linear combination

FsRd = f1C1sRd + f2C2sRd s54d

is at the bottom of the monopole band, and there is a con-
tinuum of states for the monopoles to condense to. Nonlinear
terms will lift the degeneracy. This can be analyzed near the
monopole condensation transition by treatingf1 and f2 as
slowly varying fields and deriving Ginzburg-Landau theory
of these.

By examining the action of the lattice symmetries, the
resulting Ginzburg-Landau functional is required to be in-
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variant under the following transformationssin our specific
gauged:

Tx: f1 → f1
* , f2 → − f2

* ;

Ty: f1 → f1
* , f2 → f2

* ;

Tz: f1 → f2
* , f2 → f1

* ;

R90°,Rxy: f1 → e−ip/4f1
* , f2 → eip/4f2

* ;

R90°,Rxz: f1 → f1
* + f2

*

Î2
, f2 → f1

* − f2
*

Î2
.

The 90° rotations are about the lattice points on which mono-
poles reside. Note that the realization of the above lattice
symmetries also involves conjugationf to f* sfollowed by
appropriate gauge transformationsd.

The simplest invariants areuf1u2+ uf2u2 and

4suf1u6uf2u2 + uf1u2uf2u6d − 6uf1u4uf2u4 − sf1
*f2d4 − sf1f2

*d4.

The latter can be given a more clear form

I8sf1,f2d = Nx
2Ny

2 + Ny
2Nz

2 + Nz
2Nx

2, s55d

with

Nasf1,f2d ; f†ŝaf. s56d

We write down the continuum action for the two-
component complex fieldfsR,td, which respects the above
symmetries,

Sslow =E dtd3Rfus¹r − iLrdfu2 + Usufu2d + v8I8sfdg + SL,

s57d

with some potentialUsufu2d=r ufu2+u4ufu4+¯. We have also
restored the dual gauge fieldLr and included some generic
kinetic energySL for Lr.

We focus on confining paramagnets that obtain starting
from the Coulomb phase and condensing single monopoles
so thatkflÞ0; this happens whenr ,0 in the potential.fIt is
also possible to have paired condensates such thatkf†sW fl
Þ0 but kfl=0 in some parameter regime—such states cor-
respond toUs1d spin liquids with broken translational sym-
metry; these are not considered in any detail here.g Ground
states are selected by minimizingv8I8sfd, and the sign ofv8

determines the character of the resulting phase.
Each state can be characterized by the expectation values

Nx, Ny, Nz defined above. For example, the spatial monopole
density in a given state is given by

uFsRdu2 = ufu2 +
1
Î3

fs− 1dxNx + s− 1dyNy + s− 1dzNzg;

s58d

the monopole kinetic energy is

Ex
smd =Î8

3
ufu2 + Î2fs− 1dyNy + s− 1dzNzg s59d

for Ex
smd; tR,R+x̂FR

* FR+x̂+c.c., etc., while the monopole cur-
rent is

Jx
smd =Î2

3
fs− 1dx+zNy − s− 1dx+yNzg s60d

for Jx
smd; istR,R+x̂FR

* FR+x̂−c.c.d.
We also quote the transformation properties ofNW

=sNx,Ny,Nzd under the lattice symmetries

Tx: sNx,Ny,Nzd → s− Nx,Ny,Nzd;

Ty: sNx,Ny,Nzd → sNx,− Ny,Nzd;

Tz: sNx,Ny,Nzd → sNx,Ny,− Nzd;

R90°,Rxy: sNx,Ny,Nzd → sNy,Nx,Nzd;

FIG. 7. sad Schematic picture of the columnar valence bond
solid sVBSd state obtained whenv8.0. We have an increased
monopole densitysand also energy densityd on the shadedz-even
planes, which is interpreted as having valence bonds of the original
spin model preferentially crossing these planes. Arrows along the
placket edges indicate monopole currents.sbd 3D box VBS state is
obtained whenv8,0. For clarity, only the planes with increased
monopole density are shownsx,y,z all evend, and the dimers reso-
nate around the cubes centered where these planes meet.
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R90°,Rxz: sNx,Ny,Nzd → sNz,Ny,Nxd. s61d

Given the above information, we can characterize broken

lattice symmetries whenNW obtains an expectation value.

1. v8.0

In this case, there are six ground states

sNx,Ny,Nzd = s±1,0,0d, s0, ± 1,0d, s0,0, ± 1d. s62d

In a given state, the monopole density is the same in every
other plane perpendicular to a fixed lattice axis. For example,
the statesNx,Ny,Nzd=s0,0,1d has an increased density on
the z-even planes and decreased density on thez-odd planes
and is illustrated in Fig. 7sad. In the original spin model,
these dual planes are crossed by direct lattice bonds, and on
a crude level there is an increased bond energy crossing the
z-even planes. Thus, this state corresponds to a columnar
valence bond solid with dimers oriented in theẑ direction
and in the particular registry. This identification is also sup-
ported by an analysis of the dual-gauge-field fluxes induced
by the monopole currents and the connection between these
fluxes and the bond order parameter.23 The above six states
correspond to six possible columnar states on the cubic lat-
tice. We expect that this is the phase realized when mono-
poles condense in the specific lattice model, Eq.s50d, based
on the analysis of the latticeXY model and the large-lm limit
of the action, Eq.s50d.

2. v8,0

In this case, there are eight ground states

sNx,Ny,Nzd =
1
Î3

s±1, ± 1, ± 1d s63d

seach of the three signs can be chosen independentlyd. These
states have monopole density oscillating in all three direc-
tions and correspond to three-dimensional “box” valence
bond solids analogous to box states in two dimensions. For
example, the statesNx,Ny,Nzd=s1/Î3ds1,1,1d has maximal
monopole density forx, y, andz all even and is illustrated in
Fig. 7sbd. In the original spin model, this state has dimers
resonating around direct lattice cubes surrounding these dual
lattice points. The above eight states correspond to eight pos-
sible ways to register such 3D box states.

C. Discussion

The above considerations lead us to the following picture.
In the spin-1/2 system we expect VBS order parameter to be
a three-vector

CW VBS=1s− 1dxSW r ·SW r+x̂

s− 1dySW r ·SW r+ŷ

s− 1dzSW r ·SW r+ẑ

2 . s64d

We can write down a Ginzburg-Landau functional forCW :

SVBS=E dtd3rfs¹mCW d2 + rCW 2 + usCW 2d2 + vsCx
4 + Cy

4 + Cz
4dg,

s65d

where besidesOs3d-invariant terms we have also included
quartic interaction with cubic anisotropyv, since our system
resides on the cubic lattice. Thus, the VBS phases in three
dimensions are described by an effectiveOs3d model with
cubic anisotropy. Depending on the sign of the anisotropy,

the three-vectorCW can either point along one of the axes

fe.g.,CW ~ s0,0,1dg, which leads to columnar order with six

degenerate states, or along a diagonalfe.g.,CW ~ s1,1,1d /Î3g,
which leads to box order with eight degenerate states.

The connection with the preceding analysis is provided by
the identification

CW VBS, NW = f†sW f. s66d

Indeed,CW has the same transformation properties under lat-

tice symmetries asNW fsee Eq.s61d—we recall that there the
rotations are about pointsR of the lattice on which mono-
poles reside, which is dual to the original spin model latticeg.
Thus, the three-vectorCW is written with the help of the two-
component complex fieldf precisely as in theCP1 represen-
tation of theOs3d nonlinears model. As we know, a proper
description of theOs3d model in theCP1 language contains
besides the spinor fieldf also a compactUs1d gauge field,
and the monopoles of this gauge field are conventionally
identified with the hedgehog configurations of theOs3d vec-
tor. ThisCP1 gauge field is precisely our gauge fieldL in the
f-field action, Eq.s57d, and as discussed earlier, for a faith-
ful description of the original spin-1/2 system we need to
allow spin-1/2 carrying magnetic monopoles in the gauge
field L, which correspond to the gapped spinons.

The identification is complete when we realize, extending
the discussion in a recent preprint by Levin and Senthil,26

that the VBS order parameter fieldCW VBS indeed has hedge-
hogs which are precisely the spinons. This is dictated by the

microscopic lattice origin ofCW VBS, which needs to be
brought back into considerationfthis microscopic detail is
absent in the continuum actionSVBS, Eq. s65dg. Consider, for
example, the columnar phase and construct a hedgehog in

the fieldNW by putting together the corresponding domains of
columnar dimer order. More precisely, we are constructing a
“hedgehog” of the corresponding six-state discrete model.
When we join these domains, there is an unpaired site left
which we identify with a spinon residing on one sublattice;
and if we construct an antihedgehog, we find a spinon resid-
ing on the other sublattice. Of course, we pay huge domain
wall energies consistent with the fact that the spinons are
confined in the VBS phase.

D. Connection with the vortex description

We conclude by describing how to obtain the above pic-
ture directly from the two-vortex action, Eqs.s32d andsC4d,
at half-filling. We use hard-spin fields and notation as in
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Appendixes A and C. Consider phases with gapped chargons
obtained by proliferating both vortex fieldscs1d andcs2d. Ig-
noring the chargons completely, we can expand the cosines
containing =3c and, after simple analysis, arrive at the
monopole action, Eq.s50d, with Lr=cr

s1d+cr
s2d. The real utility

of the two-vortex action is that it allows us to incorporate the
chargons on equal footing in the dual description as “mono-
poles” in the vortex fieldscs1d and cs2d. In particular, it for-
malizes for the easy-plane case the purported picture that we
are to include monopoles in the gauge fieldLr to obtain the
full physical description; no such formalism is known for the
Heisenberg case.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we described a physical mechanism for the
appearance of the fractionalized Coulomb phase in bosonic
models. This was accomplished by addressing the question
of how to view this phase as a vortex condensate emanating
out of a proximate superfluid phase. We were led to suggest
one route whereby there are two degenerate but distinct
physical vortices in the superfluid phase, and the superfluid
is destroyed by proliferating both species of vortices with
equal amplitude. The two vortex species correspond to vor-
tices whose coresswhich are one-dimensional systemsd are
ordered and break a discrete symmetry. A simple example is
provided by bosons at half-filling where the vortex core de-
velops insulating checkerboard charge density order. The two
vortex species correspond to the two checkerboard states in
the core. Domain walls in the core order survive as gapped
excitations when the two vortex species proliferate equally.
We argued that these domain walls may be identified with
the monopole excitations of the Coulomb phase. Roton loops
formed by combining a vortex loop with one core order with
an antivortex loop with the other core order were shown to
correspond to loops of the emergent magnetic flux. The fluc-
tuations of these loops correspond to the gapless photon ex-
citation of the Coulomb phase.

In general, the microscopics that produces degenerate but
distinct physical vortices is model specific. But quite broadly,
we can view these vortices as having ordered cores, where
the order is that of some nearby insulating phase with a bro-
ken discrete symmetry. For generic bosons at half-filling, one
simple candidate is the checkerboard charge order, while for
the specific corner-sharing octahedra model discussed in Sec.
II the candidate has checkerboard “octahedron” order.

The primary analytical tool used in the paper to give sub-
stance to this description is a duality mapping to vortex vari-
ables which is an extension of the familiar boson-vortex du-
ality to s3+1dD. We extensively developed such a

description for the quantum systems of interest and used it to
discuss the physics. To discuss the Coulomb phases, we
showed how the presence of two vortex species can be
readily incorporated into the dual theory. The excitation
spectrum of the Coulomb phase was then derived in this dual
formulation which provides detailed confirmation of the
physical pictures. This theory also allows us to identify and
describe all basic nearby insulating states in a unified setting.

For bosons at half-fillingsclosely related to spin-1/2
quantum antiferromagnetsd, apart from the fractionalized
phases, various confining phases are possible which break
lattice translation symmetry. The latter were analyzed by ex-
tension tos3+1dD of the methods of Haldane22 and Read
and Sachdev23 soriginally developed for lower dimensiond.
This allowed us to discuss possible valence bond orders in
this system and their relation to the fractionalized Coulomb
insulating state.

In the present study of bosonic superfluids and proximate
insulators at half-filling, we concentrated on vortices with
charge-ordered cores. It is conceivable instead to have va-
lence bond order inside the core in some regime of param-
eters in the superfluid phase, and it would be interesting to
develop a broader picture of the core dynamics and its con-
sequences. The above considerations provide further explicit
examples of nontrivial effects arising from the vortex core
physics for disordering transitions ofXY ordered systems,
echoing similar phenomena in two-dimensional systems.15,26

In particular, we showed that there can be transformations
occurring inside the core and that proliferating ordered cores
can produce unusual phases. The importance of the core
physics may have broader implications for experimental
studies of strongly correlated systems.
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APPENDIX A: DUALITY TRANSFORMATION FOR TWO-

CHARGON GAUGE THEORY, Eq. (7)

Here we perform a duality analysis of the two-chargon
gauge theory, Eq.s7d. Our final result is the two-vortex ac-
tion, Eq. s32d, at integer filling. We first identify topological
defects in the model. The Villain-ized partition function for
the model is written as

ZV =E
−p

p

fDf1iDf2iDaimg o
fp1im,p2im,uimng=−`

` E
−`

`

fDj1imDj2imDfimngexpS−
1

2b
o s j1

2 + j2
2d −

1

2K
o

i,m,n

f imn
2 D

3expHi o fj1 · s=f1 − a − 2pp1d + j2 · s=f2 − a − 2pp2dg + i o
i,m,n

f imns¹man − ¹nam − 2puimndJ . sA1d
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The real fieldsj1, j2, fmn can be interpreted as the matter cur-
rents and the electromagnetic field tensor.

We divide configurationshp1,p2,umnj into classes equiva-
lent under integer-valued transformations,

pb8 = pb + = Nb − V, b = 1,2,

umn8 = umn + ¹mVn − ¹nVm, sA2d

with integer fieldsN1,N2,V. These classes are specified by
two vorticities

qmn
sbd = ¹mpbn − ¹npbm + umn sA3d

and monopole currents

Jr
smd =

1

2
ersmn¹sumn. sA4d

The latter satisfy the continuity

¹rJr
smd = 0, sA5d

while the vorticities satisfydqsbd=du, which can be written
as an integer-valued constraint

1

2
ersmn¹s qmn

sbd = Jr
smd, b = 1,2. sA6d

The meaning of the last equation is that monopoles act as
sources and sinks for both vorticities simultaneously.

For each allowed configuration of vorticities and mono-
pole currents, we can now perform the summation over all
hp1,p2,umnj in the corresponding class using Eqs.sA2d. This
effectively extends the integration variablesf1,f2,am over
the whole real line, and the integrals give thed-function
conditions

fds= · j1dgfds= · j2dgfds¹nfmn − j1m − j2mdg

~ fds= · j−dgfds jm
+ − ¹nfmndg.

In the last line, we changed variables toj±= j1± j2. Note that
not all conditions in the first line are independent, and the
precise meaning of thed functions is given by the second
line. Thus, we can completely eliminatej+.

The topological defects enter through

ip o sj+sp1 + p2d + j−sp1 − p2dd + i2p o
m,n

fmnumn

= ip o
m,n

fmnsqmn
s1d + qmn

s2dd + ip o j−sp1 − p2d.

We now solve the constraint= ·j−=0 with a rank-2 fieldgIrs
−

defined on the dual plackets

jm
− =

1

2
emnrs¹n

grs
−

p
. sA7d

It is also convenient to pass from the variablesfmn to their
dual grs

+ via

fmn =
1

2
emnrs

grs
+

p
; sA8d

j+ is obtained fromg+ by an expression similar to Eq.sA7d.
Finally, it is convenient to specify vorticitiesqmn

sbd by the cor-
responding integer-valued fieldsFrs

sbd, b=1,2,

Frs
sbd =

1

2
ersmnqmn

sbd, ¹sFrs
sbd = Jr

smd, sA9d

just as we did for thes3+1dD XY model in Eq.s22d.
Putting everything together, the partition sum reads

Z = o
fFIrs

s1d ,FIrs
s2d ,JIr

smdg

8 E
−`

`

fDgIrs
+ gfDgIrs

− g8

3expS−
1

4b
o sj+

2 + j−
2d −

1

2Kp2 o
r,s

sgrs
+ d2D

3expS− i o
r,s

fgrs
+ sFs1d + Fs2ddrs + grs

− sFs1d − Fs2ddrsgD .

sA10d

We can now in principle integrate out the fieldsgrs
+ andgrs

− ,
and obtain a theory in terms of vortex world sheets with
sources and sinks on the monopole world lines. The vortex
interactions are such that combinationsFs1d+Fs2d enter with
short-ranged interactions similar to screened vortices, while
Fs1d−Fs2d enter with long-ranged interactions of unscreened
vortices. This is expected since the chargon field combina-
tion f1+f2 is gauged whilef1−f2 is gauge neutral. We
expect the physics to remain unchanged upon adding local
vortex and monopole fugacity terms

Sfug. =
1

2l
o

I,r,s

fsFIrs
s1d d2 + sFIrs

s2d d2g +
1

2lm
o
Ir

sJIr
smdd2.

sA11d

Just as in the case with theXY model in Sec. IV A, to get
a better intuition about the theory at hand, we instead
introduce two compactUs1d gauge fieldscIr

s1d, cIr
s2d and

a Us1d scalar field uI
smd that implement the constraints

Eqs. sA9d and sA5d and are the appropriate conjugate
variables.

The final expression reads
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ZVfl,lmg =E
−p

p

fDcIr
s1dDcIr

s2dDuI
smdgE

−`

`

fDgIrs
+ gfDgIrs

− g8expS−
1

4b
o s j+

2 + j−
2d −

1

2Kp2 o
r,s

sgrs
+ d2D

3expFlmo
Ir

coss¹rusmd − cIr
s1d − cIr

s2dd

+ l o
I,r,s

coss¹rcs
s1d − ¹s cr

s1d − gIrs
+ − gIrs

− d + l o
I,r,s

coss¹r cs
s2d − ¹scr

s2d − gIrs
+ + gIrs

− dG . sA12d

As usual, cosines stand for the appropriate Villain forms. At
this stage, the fieldgrs

+ is massive and can be integrated out.
The variables of the resulting dual theory aresid two compact
Us1d gauge fieldseics1d

and eics2d
, which can be viewed as

vortex line segment creation operators,sii d a monopole mat-
ter fieldeiusmd

that carries both dual gauge charges, andsiii d a
noncompact rank-2 fieldg− that further “gauges” the vortex
fields cs1d and cs2d and describes the physical boson density
fluctuations. Equations32d in Sec. IV B displays a soft-spin
version of this dual theory by writing

CIr
s1d* , eicIr

s1d
, CIr

s2d* , e−icIr
s2d

, YI
* , eiuI

smd
sA13d

swe also dropped the superscript on the rank-2 gauge fieldg−

that survives in the low-energy theoryd.
The analysis of the possible phases from this dual per-

spective can be done as in theXY case in Sec. IV A by first
considering a theory without theg− field si.e., “screened vor-
tex” theory which would obtain if the two chargons were
also coupled to a fluctuating external electromagnetic fieldd.
The field g− is then included semiclassically and provides
correct count of the low-energy modes.

Thus, the screened vortex theory has a phase forl@1,
lm!1 in which both fieldscs1d andcs2d are deconfined while
the monopole fieldusmd is gapped. The screened vortex
theory has two photons in this phase. Including fluctuations
in the rank-2 fieldg−, it obtains a mass and “eats” in the
process one photon, so there remains precisely one photon
f¹3 scs1d+cs2ddg2. In the physical boson model, this is the
fractionalized Coulomb phase at the focus of this paper.

On the other hand, in the regimel@1, lm@1 monopoles
are also proliferated and destroy the photon, so this becomes
the conventional Mott insulator of bosons.

Finally, for smalll!1 both dual gauge fieldscs1d andcs2d

are confined. The dual electric field lines which are the vor-
tices of the physical boson model are gapped, and this cor-
responds to the superfluid phase of bosons. As we vary the
parameterlm inside this phase, there is a transition in the
properties of these line excitations from a unique core state
to two degenerate core states.

The dual formulation reveals some details of this core
transition. Specifically, we consider a single vortex in the
screened vortex theory—this allows us to avoid complica-
tions of coupling the vortex dynamics to phonons and focus
on the core physics.

It is convenient to use the Hamiltonian formulation

Hscreened= umo nR
2 − tmo coss¹usmd − cs1d − cs2dd

+ uv o se1
2 + e2

2d − tv o fcoss¹ 3 cs1dd

+ coss¹ 3 cs2ddg,

with the Hilbert space constraints

= ·e1 = = ·e2 = nR. sA14d

Hereum and tm are the bare monopole gap and hopping am-
plitude, whileuv is bare vortex core energy per unit length
and tv is vortex hopping amplitude. The superfluid phase of
the boson model corresponds to the the confining phaseuv
@ tv of Hscreened. The electric fielde;e1−e2 is the conserved
physical vorticity, and we study a strength-1 line ofe ori-
ented in say, thex̂ direction. In the limituv@ tv, we have a
straight lineex=1, but its segments can be realized as either
se1x,e2xd=s1,0d or s0,−1d. Each junctures0,−1d→ s1,0d has
a +1 monopole ands1,0d→ s0,−1d has a −1 monopole, and
the quantum dynamics is determined by the competition be-
tween theum and tm terms. Writings l

z= +1 for s1, 0d seg-
ment ands l

z=−1 for s0,−1d segment, we obtain the follow-
ing 1D Hamiltonian for the straight line:

Hcore= −
um

2 o
l

ŝ l
zŝ l+1

z −
tm
2 o

l

ŝl
x. sA15d

This is simply the one-dimensional quantum Ising model and
has two phases: Forum, tm, we obtain a paramagnet insz

and the ground state is unique, schematicallysx=1. In this
case, the monopoles proliferate along the line, and thee=1
line is unique. On the other hand, forum. tm, we obtain a
ferromagnet with two degenerate ground statessz= +1 and
sz=−1. The monopoles remain gapped along the line, and
we have two distincte=1 lines. The core Hamiltonian can be
also written in dual Ising variables, and this gives a descrip-
tion in terms of domain wall particles which we identify with
the monopoles.

The above analysis is valid in the limituv@ tv, but we
expect the two regimes and the transition between them to
extend throughout the confined phase ofHscreened. In the su-
perfluid phase of the original boson model, we conjecture
that the corresponding vortex core transition line extends all
the way to the insulating phases as shown in Fig. 5.
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APPENDIX B: DUALITY ANALYSIS FOR BOSONS AT
HALF-INTEGER FILLING

Here we generalize the analysis in Sec. IV A to bosons at
half-integer filling and study the resulting dual theory di-
rectly. At half-filling, we simply make the replacement

j it
2 → S j it −

1

2
D2

sB1d

in the final expression, Eq.s27d, while the rest remains un-
changed. As ins2+1dD, the noninteger boson density enters
as an external “field” seen by the vortices, except that vorti-
ces are now lines and the gauge potential is a rank-2 tensor.

A convenient formulation is obtained by finding staticgrs
0

such that

1

2
dmt =

1

2
emnrs¹n

grs
0

2p
. sB2d

If grs
0 are viewed as fluxes through the dual lattice plackets,

g0 has total flux ofp coming out of each spatial cube. Shift-
ing g by g0 we get

Z =E
−`

`

fDgIrsg8E
−p

p

fDcIrgexpF−
1

2b
o sdgd2G

3 expFl o
I,r,s

coss¹r cs − ¹scr − gIrs − gIrs
0 dG .

Thus, there is a static contribution to the rank-2 gauge po-
tential corresponding to placing half of a magnetic monopole
inside each spatial cube. When a vortex line evolves in
space-time, this gives a Berry phase contribution ofp for
each cube in the 3D volume swept by the line.

As in our discussion for bosons at integer filling, it is
helpful to first consider the compactUs1d part with only the
staticgrs

0 . This “frustrated” lattice gauge theory has not been
studied to our knowledge. At present, we do not have direct
tools for approaching this problem similar to the ones used
for frustrated systems with global symmetries. We can still
describe what we expect to happen in such a model.

Two phases of the frustrated lattice gauge theory are
clearly identified. For smalll, we expect confinement in
eicIr, which correspondssupon restoring fluctuations ingrsd
to the superfluid phase of the bosons.

For largel, we expect deconfinement ineicIr, but we need
to be more specific since there can be different patterns of
deconfinement in the presence ofgrs

0 . For the hard-spin ac-
tion written above, we can proceed by considering first the
classical ground states and obtain the following picture. For

each spatial cube, the total outgoing flux ofeis¹rcs−¹scr−grs
0 d

must bep modulo 2p because of the compactness of the
gauge field. For an individual cube, the lowest energy is
obtained by dividing this flux equally among the six faces.
On the lattice, we put such cubes with the outgoing placket
fluxes of +p /6 and cubes with the outgoing fluxes of −p /6
in a checkerboard pattern, and there are two degenerate
ground states. This structure survives as a phase in the frus-
trated lattice gauge theory. For the original bosonic system,
this phase corresponds to checkerboard charge density wave.

Indeed, when we allow fluctuations ingrs, the above stag-
gered character is imprinted on the fluxesgrs, thus producing
staggered boson density. The two states correspond to two
ways to register this charge density wavesCDWd on the
lattice.

Other deconfinement patterns are also possible, but likely
require some deformation of the above simple action to be
stabilized. For example, it is possible to have a deconfined
state with an energy density wave, and this would correspond
to some VBS phase for the original bosons.

Of direct interest here is the possibility of deconfinement
in eicIr that producestwo photons in the low-energy descrip-
tion and does not break any lattice symmetry. Allowing fluc-
tuations ingrs, only one photon remains, and this would give
the sought for fractionalized Coulomb phase at half-integer
filling. We know that this can indeed happen in the original
bosonic system, and Appendixes A and C provide an indirect
route to describe such a phase. It would be interesting to
explore this in the above frustrated lattice gauge theory in
more detail and develop direct analytical tools for treating
such theories.

APPENDIX C: DUALITY FOR TWO-CHARGON THEORY
AT HALF-INTEGER FILLING

In this appendix, we derive a dual description for a two-
chargon gauge theory corresponding to bosons at half-integer
filling. Our analysis is a direct extension tos3+1dD of Ap-
pendix E of Ref. 15, which should be consulted for further
details. Following Ref. 15, we arrive at a path integral which
has the same form as at integer filling Eq.sA1d but with
replacements

s j1itd2 → s j1it − n0hid2, s j2itd2 → s j2it − n0hid2,

and an additional term in the action

SB = io
i

hiait. sC1d

In the limit K→0 si.e., in the absence of the gauge field
dynamicsd, any choice of the “chemical potential”n0 for the
on-site gauge charge will give the same result due to the
constraintj1it+ j2it=const. This is no longer true for finiteK,
but the qualitative behavior is expected to be insensitive to
n0, and we will use this freedom to make the structure of the
dual theory more transparent.

We proceed as in Appendix A while treating the phase
term SB as in our analysis of the monopole Berry phase for
spin-1/2 systems in Sec. VI. Specifically, we takefmn

0 de-
fined by conditions in Eqs.s38d and s39d and make the cor-

responding change of variablesfmn= f̃ mn+ fmn
0 . In terms of the

variablesj1m , j2m , f̃mn, we obtain the same action as at integer
filling except for additional contributions

1

K
o
m,n

f̃mnf mn
0 −

n0

b
o hi j it

+ + i o
m,n

f mn
0 2pumn. sC2d

In particular, upon integrating outf1,f2,am, we have jm
+

=¹n f̃mn. The first two terms cancel each other ifKn0/b
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=1/12 fsee Eq.s42dg. The importance of the specific form
for f mn

0 is that for generaln0 the first two terms add up to
sdn0/bdoihi j it

+ , which can be viewed as a staggered chemical
potential seen by the gauge charges. As long as this potential
is small, it effectively averages out and does not modify the
low-energy modes; in the following, we setdn0=0.

The remaining phase term can be expressed entirely in
terms of the monopole currentsJr

smd,

S̃B = i o Jr
smdXr

0, sC3d

with Xr
0 defined in Sec. VI. This term needs to be added to

the dual action expressed in terms of the topological defects,
Eq. sA10d. Thus, we have managed to absorb all effects of
half-integer filling into the monopole Berry phases. To obtain
the final action in terms of the dual fieldsusmd ,cs1d ,cs2d, we
simply take the expression at integer filling, Eq.sA12d, and
make the replacement

¹rusmd → ¹rusmd − Xr
0. sC4d

APPENDIX D: ISING P* PHASE IN „2+1…D

Toy model. Here we consider a toy model which is a 2D
quantum Ising version of the 3D boson model of Sec. II. As
we will see, some physical aspects are similar in the two
problems, while the formalism is much simpler in the Ising
case and gives some guidance for the bosons. Ising spins
reside on links of a square lattice, and the Hamiltonian is

H = − Jo
kll8l

sl
zsl8

z − Go
l

sl
x − Uo

r
p
lPr

sl
x. sD1d

The lattice is shown in Fig. 8. The spins can be viewed as
forming a network of corner-sharing diamonds, and we a
introduced four-spin interactionU on each diamond. For
simplicity, we takeU.0.

The phase diagram of the model can be analyzed as in
Sec. II. When the Ising coupling dominates,J@G ,U, the
system is ferromagnetically ordered. When the transverse
fields dominate,G ,U@J, the system is a conventional Ising
paramagnet.

The intermediate regimeU@J@ÎGU is most interesting
and realizes an unusual topologically ordered paramagnet
sIsing P* phased. The excitation spectrum in this phase con-
tains a gapped Ising vortexsvisond and gapped Ising matter
fields. The argument is similar for the Ising and boson mod-
els. In the large-U limit, the ground-state sector is deter-
mined by the projectionPlPrsl

x=1 for all r, and the effective
Hamiltonian in this sector is

Heff
s0d = − Go

l

sl
x − Ko

h

s12
z s23

z s34
z s41

z , sD2d

with K=J2/U. This is just the familiar Ising gauge theory.
For K&G the theory is confining and corresponds to the
conventional paramagnet, but forK*G we have a decon-
fined phase and this is the IsingP* phase.

The topology of the phase diagram is the same as in Fig.
4, with the correspondences superfluid→ ferromagnet, con-
ventional insulator→ conventional paramagnet, and frac-
tionalized insulator→ P* paramagnet. We are led to ask
similar questions on the relationships among the phases, in
particular, how to view theP* phase coming from the ferro-
magnet. In the ferromagnet, excitations are domain walls,
and we can think of a paramagnet as a result of proliferating
these. TheP* phase features the vison, which is a topological
point excitation, and we ask how this appears in the domain
wall condensate.

To push the analogy somewhat further, ins3+1dD the
appearance of the Coulomb phase with the monopole excita-
tion is “natural” when anOs3d spin model is disordered
without proliferating hedgehogssgapped hedgehogs then be-
come the monopolesd. As discussed in the main text, the
appearance of the Coulomb phase in a nominallyOs2d model
is more subtle in terms of the vortex line defects of the or-
dered phase. Similar situation occurs ins2+1dD, where the
appearance of theZ2 fractionalized phase with the vison ex-
citation is natural when anOs2d model is disordered by pro-
liferating double vortices but not single vortices, but the ap-
pearance of suchZ2 phase is not so clear in a nominally Ising
model. We argue that the key to this puzzle lies in the pres-
ence of two degenerate but distinct domain walls in the fer-
romagnetic phase near theP* phase.

Direct analysis of domain walls. In the present model, we
can perform a direct analysis in the limit of smallG, i.e., in
the upper right corner of the phase diagram Fig. 4.

When G=0 in the microscopic model, we find that for
each square lattice placket the correspondingZ2 “flux” FP
;s 12

z s 23
z s 34

z s 41
z is conserved. This simplifies the analysis,

since in each sector with fixedF’s the Hamiltonian de-
couples into two quantum Ising models. Indeed, let us work
in the sz basis and fix a sectorhFPj. Let us find a specific
realizationhs

rr8
zs0dj of the fluxes,FP=s12

zs0ds23
zs0ds34

zs0ds41
zs0d. hsrr8

z j
belongs to this sector if we can writesrr8

z =Sr
zSr8

z s
rr8
zs0d, and we

FIG. 8. Quantum Ising model that realizesP* phase in two
dimensions. Spins are located on the link-centered sites of a square
lattice. Each shaded diamond indicates theU term in the Hamil-
tonian, Eq.sD1d.
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can label all states in the sector by the new Ising variables
hSr

zj. The action of the Hamiltonian in this sector reads

HF = − o
kAA8l

JAA8SA
zSA8

z − Uo
A

SA
x − o

kBB8l

JBB8SB
zSB8

z − Uo
B

SB
x .

HereA andB refer to the two sublattices of the square lat-
tice. Ising couplingsJAA8 andJBB8 depend on the sectorhFPj;
for example,JAA8 is determined by considering the square
lattice placketf1A,2 ,3A8 ,4g that hasAA8 as its diagonal:
JAA8=Jss12

zs0ds23
zs0d+s14

zs0ds43
zs0dd.

For arbitraryJ/U swith G=0d the ground-state sector has
no fluxes,FP=1, andJAA8=JBB8=2J. As we changeJ/U, we
have a simultaneous Ising ordering transition for spinsSA
andSB. The gap to the nearest sector is at least of orderJ in
the ferromagnetic phase and of orderJ2/U in the spin-
disordered phase.

Consider the ferromagnetic phase. In the sector with no
fluxes, excitations are domain walls for the Ising variablesSA

or SB. When translated to the original variablessrr8
z , a do-

main wall inSA is a physical domain wall that passes through
theB sublattice sites, while a domain wall inSB is a physical
domain wall that passes through theA sites. In a sector with
two visons, one finds that the lowest-energy state has an
A-type domain wallsdefined by frustrated bondsJAA8SA

zSA8
z d

connecting the two visons and also aB-type domain wall
connecting the visons. Thus, visons act as sources for both
domain walls and are linearly confined.

Consider now the spin-disordered phase. It can be viewed
as a condensate of both domain walls, and has two Ising
matter fieldsSA andSB with the mass of orderU. The differ-
ent sectors are accounted for as vison excitations with the
vison gap of orderJ2/U.

For nonzeroG, the different sectors will mix, but the
above description of the phases will remain true as long asG
is much smaller than the gap to the nearest sector. Small
nonzeroG will induce energy-energy coupling between the
two Ising models; this will affect the nature of the transition,
either making it first-order or driving to a different univer-
sality class; however, the above physical picture with two
distinct domain walls remains.

A phenomenological gauge theory descriptionsimilar to
the two-chargon theory is also possible. Again, it relies on
the observation that in theP* phase we find two distinct Ising
matter excitations. The phenomenological Hamiltonian is

H2is = − Uo
r

st 1r
x + t 2r

x d − Jo
krr8l

ss rr8
z t1r

z t1r8
z + s rr8

z t2r
z t2r8

z d

− G o
krr8l

s rr8
x − Ko

h

s 12
z s 23

z s 34
z s 41

z ;

it contains two Ising matter fieldst1r ,t2r coupled to an Ising
gauge fields rr8. The Hilbert space of the theory is defined
by

t1r
x t2r

x p
r8Pr

s rr8
x = 1. sD3d

We emphasize that this model is not derived from the Hamil-
tonian, Eq.sD1d sin particular, the reader should not be con-

fused by our reuse of the letters for the coupling constantsd.
Rather, this model is to be considered as capturing the rel-
evant physics of theP* phase.

The analysis of the phenomenological gauge theory pro-
ceeds exactly as in the two-chargon theory, and the phase
diagram has the same topology as in Fig. 5. The ordered
phase has ferromagnetic order in the “physical” spint r

z

;t 1r
z t 2r

z . In the ferromagnetic phase, we have domain wall
excitations, and a domain wall segment crossing a link
t r

zt r8
z =−1 can be realized as either a domain wall int1

ssrr8
z t1r

z t1r8
z =−1d or a domain wall int2. Z2 flux svisond acts

as a source for both domain walls, and there is a linearly
confining potential between a pair of visons in the ferromag-
netic phase. On a physical domain wall, however, the vison
costs only finite energy and can hop along the domain wall;
this hopping represents quantum tunneling between the two
microscopic realizations of the hopped segment. The vison
can be thought of as a point “domain wall” for the order
along the line which is the Ising domain wall of the ferro-
magnetic phase.

We expect two possibilities: One is that visons proliferate
along the domain wall, in which case the domain wall is
unique. The other possibility is that visons remain gapped
inside the domain wall, and there are two distinct domain
walls. A precise formulation is to consider an externally im-
posed domain wall in the ferromagnetic phase. As we change
the parameters in the ferromagnetic phase, there is a transi-
tion from a disordered domain wall with a unique ground
state to an ordered domain wall with two degenerate ground
states, and this domain wall ordering transition is ofs1
+1dD Ising type. When we have ordered domain walls and
proliferate both with equal amplitudes, theP* phase results.

The mathematical formalism for the above picture is
transformation to dual variables, which is readily done in the
Hamiltonian language. The dual Hamiltonian is

H2is,dual= − Uo
h

sC12
z C23

z C34
z C41

z + D12
z D23

z D34
z D41

z d

− J o
kRR8l

sCRR8
x + DRR8

x d − G o
kRR8l

VR
zVR8

z CRR8
z DRR8

z

− Ko
R

VR
x ;

the Hilbert space is defined by

VR
x p

R8PR

CRR8
x = 1, VR

x p
R8PR

DRR8
x = 1. sD4d

The two domain wall variables are denoted asC, D, while
the Z2 flux variable is denoted asV: CRR8

x ;srr8
z t 1r

z t 1r8
z ,

DRR8
x ;srr8

z t 2r
z t 2r8

z , and VR
x ;s12

z s23
z s34

z s41
z . Compare this

with the dual formulation, Eq.sA12d, of the two-chargon
theory. The ferromagnetic phase in the dual language corre-
sponds to confinement in both dual gauge fieldsC andD. In
the P* phase, both these fields become deconfined while the
dual matter fieldV where the two connect remains gapped.
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